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Abstract
One aspect in ship propulsion system develapmem is reliab ility and
ma intainabili ty anal ysis . It is concerned with the level of confidence one has in the
reliable operation of the plant. Reliability analysis deals with the configu ration ofthe
system, testing of Components, extending component lifetime and component
mainten ance.
This research mo dels a ship propulsion sys tem's reliability and maintainability
in order to predict and to optimize the effectiveness of the ship propulsio n sys tem. A
propuls ion sys tem ofa shunle tanker, Mff Mattea , is used as a model. The analysis is
presented in the f orm of statistical simulations tha t are used fo r determining the
reliabi lity level and for measuring lhe maintainability and availability. The reason a
simulatio n is used rasher than a mathematical model is that the loner is too complex
to use. The objec tives ofthis research is to review the process of evaluating a shuttle
tanker propulsion system's reliability , maintaina bility, availability, and to investigate
the computerised simulation statistical approach to help manage the informa tion that
is required in maki ng intelligent maintenance and repair decisions.
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CHAPTERl
Introduction
1.1 GeneraJ
Reliability, according to an International Electro tcchnicaI Commission (lEe)
document published in 1974. is defined as the capabil ity of a product or system or
a service to perform its expected job under the specified co nditions of use over an
intended period of time . Thus, in designing for reliability one should conside r all
elements of the definition of reliability. namely, adequate operatio n over the
specified time and under specified conditio ns of use . The study of reliabi lity is not
only used for predicting the life cycle of a product or a device but it can be used
for analysing behaviour of a produc t betwee n time to failure as a basis for maki ng
maintenance decisions. Eve n when failure can not be predicted exactly. because it
could occur anytime unde r any condi tions, the statis tical simulation approach used
in this study can be used to significan tly improve the quali ty of mainte nan ce
decisi ons.
Maintainability is the probability tha t a device or component can be retai ned or
res tored into a defi ned condition under a given tim e period and und er define d
procedures (Blanchard et. al ., 1995 ). Thus, the maintainabili ty will show the
characteristics of a compone nt. In other words, the maintainability is a lso defined
as a charac teris tic of a componen t expressed as the probability thai mainte nance
will not be needed more than x times in a gi ven period of time . The study of
maintainability has a strong re lationship with the stud y of reliabi lity . Therefo re,
the maintainability approach may be said to be analogous to the reliability
approach.
Maintenance studies over the past twent y years have changed mo re than an y oth er
mana gement d isciplin e (Mourbay, 1997). Th e changes are due to a huge increase
in the number and varie ty of physical assets such as plants , equipment and
buildin gs including ships , which shou ld be maintained. Som e of these asse ts are
very complex in des igns. req uiring new maintenance methods and tech niques.
There hav e been changing views on main tenance organisation and responsibilities.
A maintenance acti on is to brin g devi ces being mai ntained towards a state of
fai lure-free operation. Thus, the main objectives of the maintenance function are to
keep asset s or equipment in a certain condition without neglect or jeo pardising
safet y and ov eral l effi cienc y (Westerkamp. 1997) .
The study of re lia bili ty, maintainabili ty, and availability has been conducted for
more than thirty years (Bahadir Inozu, 1993) and used to o ptimize both operational
efficiency and design in man y industries . In fact, several benefits of
implementation of reliability and maintainability studi es in indu stri es , for instanc e,
are (Kec eciogl u, 1995):
In 1958. Th e United Sta tes satellit es were launched succes sfully about 28%
of the tim e. whil e recently it has been over 92 % of the time.
One elec tronics manufacturer reduc ed operating cost by 70% while sale s
increased by 25%.
The improvement of helicopter flight control using a digital sys tem.
compared to a mechanical system, can improve safety 600%, relia bility
400 % and maintain ability 250% .
A shuttle tanker. as othe r devi ces. needs to be maintained. Maintaining a shutt le
tanker may not be as simple as maintaining a vehicle because it operates at sea .
Thus, the maint enance manager should have a sound knowledge of maintenance
planning. the different type s of maintenance and mak e an appropria te selection of
these to deal with each situation. Once there is a failure in planning and
unsatisfactory operating results. they stand to lose thousands of dollars or even
mo re. This can be und erstood by cons ideri ng fail ure of me propulsion system of a
shun le tanker at sea . Th e vesse l has to be towed then repai red at a doc kyard. The
cost is very high. In addi tion. the comp any will lose reve nues that co uld have been
earned during this off hire time. More over, because the load ing sc hed ule from oil
production offshore usual ly has little s lack in it , the shipping company may have
to chart er a replacement vesse l. Based on th is background, this study is conduc ted
to ev al uate the re liability and maintainability of the system, to predict fai lures , and
to avo id ship down time .
1.2 Scope and O bjectives
This research foc use s on analys ing the ex isting management system of a shun le
tank er pro pu lsio n syste m 's maintenance usin g re liabi lity and main tainabili ty
approaches. Thi s research is limited by the ava ilab ili ty of co llected operat iona l
da ta of the pans of a shuttle tanker 's propu lsion syste m. Thus, the collected data
are ass umed to be correct and the modelling data are also ass umed to satisfactori ly
reflect the real co nd itio ns. Th erefore, the research has 5 main objectives as
follow s:
1. Identify the fac tors that can be approached by reli abili ty , maintai nabi lity, and
avai lability studi es .
2. Use statistic al probabilit y dis tributions to identi fy the behav iou r of devices
based on the data
3. Promote the application of reliability . maintainability and availab ility studies
and the stat istical approac h in maintaini ng the prop ulsion system of a shuttle
tanker.
4. Develop and optimise a comprehensive tool for shi p propulsion maintenance
mana geme nt using reliabilit y. main tainability. avai lability and statistical
approac hes.
5. Develop methodologies for examini ng the effectiveness of ship propu lsion
maintenance operations and adapting the model of stud y to a real project.
1.3 Research MetbCMIology
This research is des igned to achieve the objecti ves above through the followi ng
steps .
Review the theory and current researc h and dev elopmen t in maintenance
manage ment in genera l and in Ship propul sion main tenance management in
particular.
2. Choose a particular component or system to be modell ed and to be evaluated.
based on the existing data.
3. Study the applicabi lity of reliability and main tain abili ty methods to the real
problem especi ally for maintenance of a sh uttle tanker propulsion system.
4. Use the results of simulations .
lA Thesis Organisation
Chap ter 2 presents a literature review of main tenance management systems in
general . In this chapter, reliability and maintain ability studies arc introduced as a ~
relative ly new method to be applied for mana ging the maintenance of a ship
propuls ion system. Component reliability and main tainability characteristics ,
mode lling problems and limita tions are disc usse d along with a real life application.
Thi s chapter also discusses the existing data acquisition process and analysi s
method, Funhermore it describes sorting, categorisation, selection, plotting, and
formulation. The last sectio n of chapter 2 presents some reliability data banks.
Chapter 3 presents the analysis procedure s of the re liability and maintainability
studies of the existing maintenance system. The procedu res identif y each selected
co mponent and its integra tion into the who le system . Block diagram and
mathemati cal modellin g arc also introduced in this cha pter and the simulation
logic and process as well.
Chapter 4 presents the simulation results of the system reliability, maintainabilit y,
availability, and sensitiv ity analysis. The res ults arc also discussed in this chapter
and compared to a real life experience. The discussion covers the simulation
method , dar:afitting and analysis of the results and their limitati ons.
The last chapter, chapter S. is the thesis conc lusions and suggestions for possible
future studies .
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
From an engin eering point of view, in the past the likelihood of failure was not taken
sufficiently into account when designing for the intended service including the
required manufacturing and maintenance processes . This is due to the fact that mostly
the prod ucts were over designed and not very complex. There are many factors that
may affect the product reliabi lity (O 'Connor, 1992) such as. manufacturi ng processes,
varia tion in material properties, product weight, dime nsions, coeffi cient of friction etc.
Due to the variab ilit y of product reliability. the maintenance policies may also vary .
Thus, to anal yse how the optimum mainte nance policy is affec ted by the produ ct
availability . the study of maintainability is condu cted.
Assets or products shoul d be maintai ned in order to keep them opera ting at a
satisfac tory level and to avoi d dama ge. Maintenanc e actions in any indusuy stan 10
get attention because they create an increase in production and operating cost. Tbe
maintenance cost could be up to 4Q'I, of production cost (Wes terbmp. 1997). Thus to
effectively and efficiently mai ntain a big system which co nsists of man y components
one needs to further study the effect of different mai ntenance pol icies .
The evo lution of maintenance studies can be classified into three periods (Moubray.
1997). The first period starte d around the [930 ' s and lasted un til the Second Wor ld
War. Durin g that time , the produ cts were not very co mplex (easy to maint ain) and
mostly over designed (reliab le). One wou ld fill the devices when they broke, As a
result. do wntimes were not a big problem and the re was no need for syste matic
maintenance beyond simple cleani ng. servicing . and lubrication routines. These
activities were taken care of on a dai ly basis by the onboard cre w. For"this reason crew
complements were larger than is common toda y. Hence. the functions of maintenance
management and de velopment of maintenance ski lls were also much less important
than today .
Durin g the Seco nd World War main tenance man agement started to mature and led to
the idea of pre ventive maintenanc e. Th is period the n is inc luded in the seco nd period
of the evo lution of maintenance mana gement. In the 1960 ' s. this cons isted mainly of
eq uipment overha ul done at fixcd interval s. Thc mai ntenan ce cos t also started to rise
consi denlbly relative to other operating cos ts . 1be rise in mainten ance cos t gave the
impetus 10 the growth of mai ntenance plann ing and control systems . Th ese have
helped greatly in bringi ng maintenance costs under control. and are now considered an
integral pan of the practi ce of maintenance managemenL
Durin g the lhim period. which started in the mid-se venties . the process of change in
industty gathered even grea ter momentum. The changes can be classified under the
headings of new ex pectati ons . new research and new tech niques. The new
expect ations can be descri bed as follows {Mou bray. 1993). In the firs t genera tion. one
fixed the devices only when they were brok en. Durin g the second generation the
devices were integra ted for higher plant avai labili ty and had longer eq uipme nt life and
lower cost. During the third generation. one did not on ly conce rn onese lf wi th the
avai labihry but also with re liability and safety . In the recent period we have highe r
plant availabilit y and reliabi lity. greater safet y. better device qual ity. less damage to
the environment. rnuc:h longer equipment life and much greater cost e ffecti veness.
2.2 Relia bility Study
Failures that occur have a cause and we can . by smart an ticipation. analysis and
studies of re liabili ty . attempt to reduce the chances of the ir occurrences (Mi sra., 1992).
Anyth ing that migh t consti tute a failure must be identifi ed, studied and anal ysed . It is
therefore imperative to know more abou t the general charac te ristics of failu res . The
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following figure shows a general characteristic of fai lures over various regions of
equip ment life.
Phase I
i Infant iMOnalitr,
~
'"]
:l!
Phase n
"'"Life
Figure 2. 1 Fai lures Characteri stics (Misra . 1992)
(where. M is the mean wearout)
Phase m
In general. the full bathtub curve has been know n as the fai lures graph panern or
fai lures chara cteris tic or hazard function. In the first generation. we had jus t the right
side of the bathtub curve (patternl in figure 2.2) while in the second generation we
had a full bathtub curve (pattern 2 in figure 2.2). Currently. research ers have been able
to investigate up to six failure patterns as these following figures (pattern I to 6 in
figure 2.2) (Moubray, 1993).
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Pattern 1
b--= = = =:=::::-
Panern 2
Pattern 3
V: _
Pattern4
PatternS
l===================-
Panem6
Figure 2.2 Failure panems of component (Mcubray, 1997)
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Studies of those fail ure patte rns have been done in the field of civil aircraft
compo nents with the approximate resu lt for electronic and mech anical compo nents
given in table 2.1,
Pattern •
I 2.0%
2 1.4%
3 2.5%
4 3.7%
5 4 .14%
6 At least 68%
Ta ble 2.1 Proport ion ofFailwe Patte rns Identi fied in
Civi l Aircraft (From Nowlan, 1978)
Those studies have helped to guide us in predicti ng an approp riate failure model for
most components.
The objective of a reliability study is to avoi d the risks re lated to an untrustworthy
product . This requirement beco mes more stri ngent in the case of high-risk systems ,
where the conseque nces of unre liability can resul t in conside rab le financ ial loss and/or
loss of human lives . In the fie ld of marine reliability data modelling and applicatio ns,
the following studies have bee n conducted.
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Pane l M·22 (Reliabili ty and Mai ntainability) of Ships' Mac hinery Committee.
SNAME. in 1971 developed a model of ship propul sion syste m reliability. The
propulsion sys tem mode lled is a steam turb ine plant. Th e resu lt is to pro vide guida nce
for the app licatio n of reliabili ty mode lling techniq ue in the mari ne industry . The report
explains on ly the basic theo ry of sys tem reliabili ty mode lling, data colle ction and
block diagrams cons truction procedures.
The Ship Reli ability Cornmiuee [SRIC], (Inozu, 199 3; Tamaki , H.• 1990 ; Sasakawa et .
al , 1989), perfo rmed analysi s on patterns of main engi ne failures [19 83 - 1987 J. by
using eq uipment surrounding the diesel engi ne 's fuel storage area as the subjec t. Th e
patterns of failures were inves tigated using a Weibull analysis. Th e censored data of
main engin e failures are assumed to follow a Weibull distribution . Other rese arch has
invest igated the correlation between maintenanc e and relia bilit y and vesse l age
(Birolini, 1985), which invest igated the corre lation in term s of vesse l type . vessel age,
and main engine type. Th e resu lt of thi s study is. in general , that equi pme nt with high
failure rates also had high mainten ance rates. Othe r res ults are that bot h fai lure rate s
and maintenanc e rates increase for vesse ls that are 7 to 8 yean> of age and their
maintenance rates are slightl y aff ected by vesse l type. main engine type or engine
manufacturer.
Inozu and Kyriacou, ev aluated the goodness of fit of marine diesel engine fai lure
dis tributions in their study (Inozu and Kyriacou , 199 3): Se lecting Proba bi lity
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Distributi on for Marine Diesel Failures using Mu ltiple Censored Data arK! Re liabil ity
and Replacement Analysis of Great Lakes Mari ne Diesel Engine s. Th e res ult is th at
the diese l engi ne compo nents fai lure data can be fitted as a Weib ull oor Logn ormal
dis lribution rath er than Gam ma or General ised Gamma distribution. In tile study the y
found that no ne of the prev ious studies conside r that componen ts form a. sys te m. The
components of a diesel engine are evaluated indivi dually. Since they co-nsidered tha t
the compo nents are evaluated in an integrated sys tem. it can be be lieved that the re sul t
will be more accurate.
2.3 Basic Reliability Theory
One of the underp innin gs of relia bility and main tainabilit y studies is stat istics .
Statistic s is the an of maki ng conjectures abo ut puzz ling questions (Freedman et. al ,
1918). More clear ly. statistics is define d as a branch of scie ntifi c inquiry -that provides
methods for org ani sing and summari sing data. and for using informati on in the data to
solve many problems (Devore, 199 1). Man y app lications of statist ic:s hav e bee n
adop ted to solve real life proble ms. There are practical pro blems in applyi ng stat istical
methods to engineering prob lem s due to unce rtai nty that may occ ur in design and
opera tion. One of the m is the applicatio n of the reliabilit y approach in inves tiga ting
mainte nance manageme nt. Th e basic reli abili ty concept is the main key in the
underlying phil osoph y of reli ability-cent ered maintenance (ReM) an d in its
implementat ion (Smi th , 1993) . The basic re liabi lity concept is highly co-rre lated with
the use of probability and statistics in fonnul ating the system. Reliability is defi ned as
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the probability that a system or produ ct will perform at a satisfactory level for a given
period of time when operated under specified opera ting co nditio ns (B lanc hard er al.
1995). The frequency of maintenanc e of a system. especially for a repairable system.
is affected by its reliability (Morbay, 1993) . Basically. system reliability is inverse ly
proponional [0 the frequen cy of corrective maintenance actions.
The reliabi lity function. R(t) . the proportion of the number of success ful events over
the total num ber of events observed is expressed by
R (t ) = Pr (t)=~
..... N.(t)+Nr(t)
where .
N. =number of successes in a period of lime
Nr = numbe r of failures in a period of time
R(t) =I-Q(t)
where .
Q(t) is the unreliability estimate
(2 .1)
(2 .2)
Before we go any further. the following term s related [0 reliabilit y stud y are required
(Da vidson. 1994) .
1. Lifetime dist ribution: the meas ure of the reliab ility of a co mponent is its
' lifeti me ' that means the time t betwee n the stan of a compo nent being
used and the component fai lure. T he ' time ' used here is act ually the
opera ting time but can also be assumed as cale ndar time for a co mpo nent
operated continual ly. The lifetime distri bution is then expressed as a
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probability density function (pdf) that explains the probability of the
component functi onin g durin g certain time span. The pdf of a component
can be given as a graph as shown in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 lifetime distribution of a component
The total area below the function line = I (i.e . all possible events ). Thus,
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) , F(t), is the area below the line
between t = 0 to t = t. For instance, the probability that the component fails
in or before year 3 can be given as [ f(t}dt .
2. Reliability[unction
The reliability function as previously mentioned then can be ex presse d in
another form as , R(t) = 1 - F(t) where F(t) is defined above , t.e.. F(t) is the
probability of system failure. Thu s, the probability that the system can
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survive must be 1 - F(t) since 1 indicates all possib le events that may
3. Hazard rate functi on
The hazard rate functio n, known as the failure rate function, is a very
useful paramete r for identifyi ng component behaviour or component
fai lure characteristics . The fai lure rate function is defined as a conditional
probability of fai lure given the survival or reliability function. By
definition, the hazard rate or failure rate function can be expressed as ,
A(t)"'.!Q.lor h(t ) "' .!!2..
R (t ) R (t)
(2. 3 )
For some repairable compo nents the failure rate may be assumed to be a
more or less a constant value of the likelihood of a failure . It is independent
of the age of the component. However , failures occur as random events in
the strict statistical sense . A constant hazard rate is often used to simplify
the mathematical model. A non-constant hazard function ~y also be used
in modelling. An increas ing hazard function means that the component will
be more likely to fail as time progresses. This condition may app ly to
components that are degraded for instance. due to corros ion, fatigue. and/or
wear-ou t. A decreasing hazard function will apply when a component is
initia lly highly stressed due to incorrec t instal lation such as misalign ment ,
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which decreases during operation. A constant hazard functio n may app ly to
electric al components.
4. Availability
The objective of maint enanc e is to optimise its in-service life , i.e. 10 keep
the components functio ning properly. To optimise a co mpon ent in-servi ce
life there are three objectives ; increase the mean time betwee n fai lure s,
decrease downtime for repair and maint enance, and ac hieve those previous
two objectives in the most cost -effective manner . These three objectives
have a stro ng relations hip with availa bility. Avai labilit y that is defined as
the proportion of tim e a component is capable of performing its function
properly. Th e availability for steady state is give n by,
A Opernting time(orUptime)
Total Time
A - MTBF
MTBF+MITR
Where;
(2.4)
MTBF : mean lime between fai lure with time measured as operati ng
time and not elapsed tim e.
MITR : mean time to repair
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2.4 ReUability Block Dia gram Modelling
The reliabili ty of a system is affecte d by its con figuration. The physical co nfigura tion
of the system may not be the same as the reliab ility bloc k. diagram. The reliab ility
bloc k.diagram is arranged based on the philosophy of the functions of the co mponents
that affect the sys tem re liability . For instance, two generators 500 kW each are
physically, arranged as a paral lel co nfiguration to genera te 1000 kw . The syste m will
succeed when the syste m generates at leas t WOO kW. Th us. in the reliability block
diagram. this co nfigura tion will be arranged as a series model (see Misra 1993).
When maintenance actio ns have not been involved in this modellin g. an assumption is
taken tha t there is no time req uire d for fixing it after a failure occ urs . Thi s acts like a
non-repairab le sys tem where, when a co mpo nent fails it is replaced. In this case it is
also assumed that replaceme nt time is not necessary. Thus, the MTBF of the system is
eq ual to the M'ITR of its non-repairable components.
The following configurations of bloc k diagrams are used in this researc h (Misra,
1993).
1. Series Model
The idea of a series mod el is that the system will succeed if all components are
successfu l. In other words. the sys tem will fail when one or more co mponents
fail. The block diagram of a series model is given in figure 2.4 .
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Figure 2.4 Block Diagram of a Series Model
And the system reliability. Rs, is expressed as.
(2.5 )
where Er, Ez, E3• ... J;, represent the eve nts of the components. By expansion.
the equatio n will be :
When we assum e that the components are independent. the equation can be
simplified as .
The syste m MTBF of this model can be formula ted as
MfBF = [R. (l)d(l )
(2.6 )
(2.7)
For an exponential R, function , or for constant failure rate the MTBF can be
simplified as (Misra, 1993; Kocecioglu , 199 1),
MTBF = .-!-
~A,
where, ).. fai lure rate
n : number of components.
For failures that fo llow the Weibull distri bution. we have:
(2 .8)
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(2. 9 )
and if b, '" b for all components , the MTBF of the sys tem is (Misra, 1993;
Ushakov , 1994; See Appe ndix) ,
MTIlF=1b~,J[ [L,1.&.1]
(b+ 1) (;'+ 1)J
Where
r (1) gamma function
a and b are co nstants
2. Parallel Model
(2 .10)
A parall el re liabilit y model resu lts if all the components in the system must fai l
for a syste m to fail. The success of an y one or more componen ts in the syste m
impli es syste m success. Th e probability of success is given by the probabi lity
of the union of the success events.
R. =P,(EI)P,(E~).P,(E) . p,ci.)
And the MTBF of paral lel sys tem:
(2 .1 1)
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MrBF= IR.( t) dt
Supposed two units have failures that are exponential ly distributed,
(2 .12)
The MTB F is given by
(2.13)
For iden tical un its with exponentia l fai lure distrib ution , MTBF will be
(2.14)
and for the W eibull distribution where aJl bi = b, the l\.1TBF would be (see
Misra 1993),
MrBF ~ 1b~1}b+ l)~{ ,::~" H,::~"H.::~,, }.
-!("~ " t +(.,~" t +.+(.,~'jt+..+('•.,~" t}
..'-"-[[~:.t ' c"
In this mode l, the syste m will fai l only when all components fai l. The block
diagram of the model is,
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Figure 2.5 Block Diagram of a Parallel Model
3. Parallel-Series Model
The reliability of a co mbinati on parallel- series is performed the same way as
the calculation for a series mode l (or paral lel model) followed by the
calculation for a parall el model (or series model). The block diagram of
paralle l-se ries model is sho wn in figu re 2.6.
Figure 2.6 Bloc k Diagram of a Parallel-Series Mode l
Whe re:
n : num ber of sub-systems
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m : number of componenrs
TIle system reliabililY, R., of thi s con figunu ion is given as,
(2.16)
And for expooennal di stribution of the failure rate, the sys tem re liabi lity can be
written as,
(2.1 7)
(2.18)
4. Series Parallel Mod el
Thc same as parallel-series model abo ve, the series paral lel mode l is present ed
as follow s,
Figu re 2.7 Block Diagram of a Series- Parall el Mode l
The syste m reliability of th is co nfiguration is ex presse d as.
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R, ~nJ'-fr U-"',,»;-1 1 i- I (2.19)
Whe n it is assumed that the failures of components arc expo nentially
distri buted . the MTBF would be written as ,
(2.20)
5. K-o ut-of-m
Th is sys tem loo ks like a para llel system model but requ ires more than onc
component to function properly. A system functions properly if any k out af m
units function properly. If all units are identi cal , the prob abilit y of exactly k
succes ses out of m is give n by,
P,( k .m.p) =(:}t(l_p) ......
W here p is pro babili ty of success of an y unit .
Thu s, the prob abilit y of sys tem succ ess is giv en by
. (m) '-'(m}R,=L . p '( I-p)'"""'or R .= I- L . i(l _ p)"''''
tool I ; 0(1 t
And also if each unit has a known fail ure distribution ,
MTBF = ! R .( t)dt
(2.21)
(2.22)
Thi s co nfiguration will no t be used here because in the ship propulsio n system
there are onl y two identical subsystems. We would rather ass ume a parallel
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model than this model since the safety of the vessel is only thre atened if both
fai l.
2.5 Component Reliability
A system has several or many sub-sys tems and a sub-system consists of many
components . A component does not conno te the smallest part that cannot be divided
into several items. A component may consist of several items. Components can be
categorised into two groups, non-repairab le and repairable components. A non-
repairab le component is used until it fai ls. Thus, whenever the component fails, it
should be replaced with a new or other replacemen t unit. Another group. the repairable
components. are repaired upon failure and thus the life history will consist of
alternating opera tion and repair periods.
Man y studies of reliabilit y methods are mostly dealing with a non-repairable system.
Thi s would be simple since a fai led compo nent will be replaced with a new one and
the system is continuing to ope rate. The ship propulsion system co nsists of many
components tha t are repairabl e. Thus. the ana lysis of the system reliab ility should use
a repai rable reliab ility approach . More detail about the component reliability is
presented in the next chapter.
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2.6 Maintainability Study
Fro m the engineerin g point of view . there arc always two cleme nts of management of
any physical asse t: it must be maintained and/or modified. The idea of maintainabilit y
is defined as a process used to determ ine the maintenance requiremen ts of any
physical assets in their opera ting con text. In other words. maintai nabi lity could be
defined. as a processused to determine what must be done to ensure that any physical
asset continues to do whatever its users wants it to do in its present opera ting context.
Maintainability research has been conducted intensively ove r the past twenty years.
Maintainabilit y is defined as the probability that a product will be brought back to
ope rable conditio n within a particu lar downti me. This depends on all compo nent
downtimes such as administrative. logistical and active repai r or maintenance time.
Maintainabil ity is also an inherent characteri stic of a system or product design. It
concerns ease. accunlCy. safety. and econom y in the performance of maintenance
activi ties (Blanchard et, all. 1995) and it can be:expressed in terms of a maintenance
freq uency factor. maintenance times and man-hour factors , and maintenance COSL The
maintainability is associa ted with the following factors (Blanchard. 199 5).
1. Mean time between maintenance (MTBM), which cove rs preventive
maintenance (scheduled) and corrective (unscheduled) maintenance, and
considers the reliabi lity to be given as the mean time between fai lures.
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2. Mean time between replacement (MTBR) of [he products or devi ces that
shou ld be don e.
3 . Mean maintenance downtime (MDT), or to tal time consu med [0 resto re the
produ ct to a particular co ndition that is ope rabl e . Th is consi sts of mean ac tive
maintenan ce time (M), mean logisti c delay tim e (lDT), and me an
adm inistrative dela y time (AD T). Where mean active maintenance lime ( M )
consists of two pans: mean preventi ve maintenance time ( Mpt ) and mean
correc tive maintenance time ( Me[) tha t is equal [0 mea n time [ 0 repai r
(MITR).
4. Mean Turnaround time (M1T) is the mean time of maintenance time needed to
serv ice, repair and or check out a produc t for commitme nt.
5. Maint enance labor-hours or maintenance man -hours per item of product o r
system ope ra ting hours .
6. Maint enan ce cos t per product or system operating hour. Thi s maintenan ce cos t
should be cons idered in terms oftotal life-c ycle cos t.
Th e form ulatio n of maintainabili ty can be written in a simi lar fashion as the re liabili ty
approach. The following formulation will show the similarity between the re liabili ty
approa ch and the mai ntainability approach (Kececioglu , 1995).
The probabilit y den sity function (pdf) of time to maintain, sro.is given as,
g( [)= IJ.(t ). [I - M(t)] (2.23)
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-j.",.
g (l ) = j.l.(t).e ·
where 1J.(1)=-!f!L. and
i-Met)
J.l(t) : maintenance rate
M(t) : probabilit y of successfully completing maintenance activity
(2.24)
Th us the probability of maintenance completion by tim e 11.M(tl), can be give n as,
M(II>=!g(t )dt
Where. Q : Unreliability inde x
And the Mean Tim e to Maintain or Mean Time To Repair. MTTR =i"
MITR= jt g(t ) dt
M1TR=!{l-M(t)] dl
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2,29)
(2.30)
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For a given MTIR value that can be genera ted from know n distribution of both
maintenance rate and failu re rate . the following formulation are used 10 find the
sys tem MTTR.
f Ait l
M1TR ~ _i.l_tA,
where N : total number of repairable compo nent
t l : time required for repairing
A; : fail ure rat e of compo nent 1
2.7 Reliability and Maintainability Studies in Marine Industries
(2.3 1)
Even though the stud ies of reliability. avai lability and maintainabi lity have been
conducted for more than thirt y-five years in many industries , they are relatively new to
being fully app lied in marine ind ustrie s. One of the first conference s on this topic was
held in Febru ary 1963 in the US. It did not stimulate any major use of reliability
methodology by marin e industries. It on ly created an awareness of the reliability
applications and techn iques and helped [ 0 focus attentio n on the limitations due to lack
of data (Inozu, 199 3).
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The uses of the reliability approac h in marine Industrie s are to impro ve the ope ration al
safety of sh ip opera tion and to improve maint enan ce on ex isting ships or new ships .
Besid es that, the rel iabi lity approach may be able to im prove the quality of the
co nfiguration of system des igns in marine industri es. There are many previous studies
of relia bility and maintainability in the field of marin e industri es. These have been
discuss ed in previous sec tions.
2.8 Reliability Data Banks
In the reliabili ty approach. one will try to become wiser from the past mistake s and the
whole effort is to avoid failures for which ca uses have become known . Th erefore ,
fai lure information is a must for a reliabilit y impro vement pro gram . The success of the
reliabi lity effort depe nds on the availa bili ty of good fai lure data, which is co mplete
and accu rate (Misra, 1992) . Th is would enabl e measu res to impro ve design . plan
prod uction process es. prope rly operate or even plan mainte nance strategies well in
adva nce. There fore, the collect ion and storage of failure da ta is central to the entire
relia bility manage ment program.
One basic difficulty restrict ing the growth of the reliability approach has always been
scarci ty and inaccuracy of reliability data. Although a num ber of re liability dat a banks
have been establi shed. the qu ality of reliabilit y data is far from satisfac tory to support
the more sophisticated theo retical models that are avai lable now.
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In 196 5, the socie ty of Na val Archi tects and Marin e En gin eers organised pan el M~22
for re liability and maintainabili ty (see S NAME , 1971 ). Thi s panel initia ted two maj or
tas ks: preparation of a prac tical guide in re liab ili ty and main tainability, and
developme nt of a practical s hipboard data reporting s yste m for da ta banks. The guide
was prepared but the da ta was no t co llected.
There are three types of data especially important for evaluating produ ct re liability .
Th ese are operational fai lure data, servi ce life data without failure, and res ult from
enginee ring tests (manufacturer' s test) (Mi sra, 1992) . Operational failure data
consti tute meaningful data since they represent experience fro m real life . How ever, the
exac t operational and en viron ment al conditions befo re and at the time of failu re may
not be full y and exac tly known. Se rvice life dat a is necessary in assess ing the time
charac teris tic of re liability . It would be helpfu l to kno w how many unit s are in service,
for what period of time, or under what conditi ons of use . Moreover, it will be useful
when the two types of infonnation mentioned abo ve are co mpleted including the result
of manufacturer' s tes ts or engi neeri ng tests .
Man y countries and association s have their own re liabili ty data banks . They co llected
the data from past experiences and research in their kind of environment and
condition. Th e follow ing data banks will be described briefl y (l nozu , 1993; Davidson
1994 ).
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ORE DA (Of fshore Reliability Datab ase) is fonned by Norwegian operators of the
offshore industry since 1983 (lnozu , 1993). The main objective of OREDA is to
encourage the use and exchange of reliab ility studies among the participating
marine industries. Thi s database is perfonn ed to enhan ce safety, risk, reliabilit y.
availabilit y and mainta inability studies of offshore systems and equipment by
providing a sound base of generic reliabili ty data gathered from maintenanc e
systems , testing records, operational logbook s and other technic al Information
systems (ORED A-92 , 1992). Therefore, the databas e covers main components of
offshore equipment in process systems, safety systems, electrical systems, utility
system, crane system, and drilling equipment, which are broken down into detailed
parts. The follo wing list are covered in OREDA (OREDA.92 , 1992):
./ Process Systems: vessels, valves, pumps, heat exchangers , comp ressors, gas
turbines and pig sphere launchin g/receivin g stations.
./ Safety Systems: gas and fire detec tion systems, proce ss alarm sensors, fire-
fighting systems,
./ Electrical System s: power generation, power conditioning, protection and
circuit breakers .
./ Utility Systems : slop and drainage systems
./ Crane Systems : diesel hydraulic driven and diesel friction dri ven.
./ Drilling Equipme nt: drawwo rks, hoistin g equipment, diverter systems, drilling
risers , blow off production syste ms, mud systems, rotary table s and pipe
hand ling systems .
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Credo (Centralized Reliability Data Organization) is the result of co-operation
between the US and Japanese and has been co-spo nsored by the US Department of
Energy' s (DOE) office of Tec h.nology Support Programs and Japan's Power
Nuclear Fuel Deve lopment Co-ope ration (PNC) (Inozu . 1993). This database
focuses on the compon ents of advanced nuclear reactor faci lities: assessing reactor
safety . des ign and licensing. This data bank does not cover marine equipment.
SRIC data bank was established in 1981 by the Japan Foundation for
Shipbu ilding Advancement which forme d the Ship Reliability Investigation
Committee (SRIC) (1nozu. 1993). The main objective of SRIC is 10 investigate
equipment and system reliabili ty of MO (Mac hinery Zero Ship that is designed for
unmanned engine room) ships. The data are collected from 1982 10 1991 and about
lOO.(XX) ship machinery failures and alarms have been investigated includ ing
failure class ification and corrective maintenan ce. Th e failure classificat ion has
been estab lished as the following fai lure causes : vibration. fatigue, corrosio n and
pitting. deterioration, overheat and high tem perature, contam ination and bad
contacts. age. leakage. noise, and other unknown reasons. For more detai l, SRIC
has also esta blished the following failure details as. cracking. breaking, tearing
change, distortion. peeling. loosening and falling, wear and tear. abnormal
wearing, corros ion, leakage. contaminatio n, stic king. cloggi ng, burning, melting.
electrical line failure, and electri cal failure . Related to the failure classification the
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following causes of fai hm:s also ha ve been esta blished. desi gn defect. material
defect. installation defect. cons ouction defect. mishand ling. calculation probl em .
ageing . lubri catin g. and other un known reasons .
The proble m of acquiri ng data is not an easy one.. Althou gh sufficient fai lure data has
been co llected and is avai lable foc electronic components. very linle pub lished
infonnation is avai lable on the failure of mecha nical com ponents (Mcrbray, L99 7).
The OREDA database so far co llecte d reliability data on mari ne equipm ent and
operat ion and mai ntenan ce, thu s this res earch will use the OREDA data bank as the
main data for maintcnance. In addition. the components that are not covered in
OREDA will use the reason able appro ximation value and dis tribution based on the
pre viou s studies and experie nces , And for the diesel cn gin e main co mponcnts the data
from Inozu will be used,
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CHAPTER 3
Ship Machinery Reliability and Maintainability Data Modelling
3.1 Introduction
As is well known , mach inery compo nents used for mari ne applica tion have very high
qual ity. This means they tend to have a very high reliabili ty as we ll. Th e components
may be over designed co mpared to land used co mpone nts due to the harsh
enviro nment and to min imi ze the risk and losses caused by idle times. The des igne r
and the owner ought to consider that the leve l of component reliability should be
traded off against rising cost. Therefore, choosing machinery, equipment, and
arrangement for a ship are based on their reliabili ty, maintainabilit y and avai lability
indices besi des the perform ance purposes for the ope rating conditions. The reliabi lity
engineeri ng studies will result in meaningful infonn ation which the ship operators or
designers can use to establish risk of failure. The most important number is the mean
time between failures of important components or operational breakdown of the ship
as a system. The reliability analysis is only a study on paper and is not necessarily an
expensive effort when compared to the possible costs of rework and fault correction
(SNAME . 1971).
Predict ion of the reliabil ity, maintainability, and availability indices with associated
confidence values is the quantitative informatio n that reliability and maintainabi lity
engineering will supply. This infonn ation can lead to better quality decisions that in
tum will lead to increased profits during operation . Hence, the operators or designers
can evaluate and improve prediction on (SNAME , 1971):
1. Frequency of inspection periods.
2. Frequency and cost of repair periods.
3. Future repair parts demand.
4. Voyage success .
5. Ship scheduling and minimising tum around times.
In order to review the design from a reliability and maintainability point of view,
simulation studies will be conducted to predict reliability and maintainability indices
and to find the uncenainty factors and analysing the risks that may occur. Many
obstacles are faced in modelling of the ship propulsion system reliability and
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maintainability . The main obstacle is the lack of da ta. Without any data and
infonnation the anal ysis cannot be do ne. How ever, bec ause of the lim itation of
compo nent failure distribution data pu blished, the reaso nable distributions are taken
from pre vious studies and ass umed to be satisfac tory. Another factor that may be
faced in modelling is the de termination of mac hinery compo nents to simulate . All
components tha t are important regarding their effe ct on the overall s ystem
performance sho uld be analysed. Howeve r, aft er som e conside rations and assumptions
and given the time and funding limi tations, the main mach inery components are
chose n for the purposes of this study.
3.2 Reliability and Maintainability Modellin g Methodology
Thi s sec tion discusses the methodolog y of the reliability and maintainability
modelling of a ship propu lsion system . Again. the important thin g in the modelling is
the machine ry characteristics data . Th e s imulat ion will be suc cessful and accurate only
if the data used is acc ura te data be lie ved appropriate for the model we have. The
availabilit y of publi shed failure-rate and distribution data for ship propulsion
machinery are very limited. It is often res tricted for reasons of company
competitiveness consideration s, o r nat ional security. The development of accurate
predi ction equations may also be used from val id operational data or from previous
studies take n from other vesse ls . The avai lability of the ship prop ulsion data is also not
very complete . Thu s , for some machinery componen ts one may use data tha t is
assumed and reasonable.
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Ano ther effort for estabIish.ing the re liabi lity and maintainabi lity data in modelling is
fro m techn ical spec ifications of the product. e.g., from engineerin g specifications or
from contract specification s. One sho uld exp lore al l clauses co nce rni ng reliability and
maintainability in such documents . It is also a good idea to try to find data on si milar
parts from other so urces . Th is da ta can be corrected for differences in operating
co nditio ns etc . In addition, cons ulting al l applicable compan y, classification and
military standards and req uiremen t may be very useful. Before starti ng the simu lation ,
the system re liability block diagrams s hould be determi ned based on their fu nctions
(Kececioglu , 1991) and define the probability distri butions assoc iated with. the
re liabili ty and main tain abilit y of each component.
Therefore, the method ology of re liabi lity modelling may be su mmarised as fel lows.
Choose the ship prop ulsion configuration
Iden ti fy the components involved in the analysis
Find the component characterist ics
De termine eac h component's funct ion in the configuration
Co nstruct the sys tem block diagram
De fine the math ematical model
R un sim ulation
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3.3 The Ship Propulsion Machinery Configuration
A shuttle tan ker. whi ch transports oil or gas needs to have a very good over all
perform ance , Th e down time that may occur will reduce the company profit and may
even cause loss of trust from custo mers. As a case study. the research will evaluate the
shuttle tanker. MIf Mattea. The MfT Mattea is a shutt le tanker opera ted for Hibe rn ia
and fie lds on the Gra nd Ban ks of Newfo undland. Thi s vesse l is owned. and operate d
by Canship Ug land Limi ted , The ship was buil t in 1997 and has been in opera tion
withou t any serious probl ems. The ship has 12 cargo tanks . 2 slop tanks. 13 segregated
ballast tanks and a bow loading system on the forecastle deck . The vessel is twin skeg
with twin screw propellers and twin diesel engines . The propell ers and shafts are
attached. direc tly to the main slow speed engines . The prop ulsion system machinery of
Mff Mattea co nsists of :
Main en gines
Two(2) HY UNDAl MAN B&W. Type 7S50MC
MeR: 12.700 BHP '" 118.8 RPM (Each); CSR: 11.430 BHP 90 % ofM eR
(Each)
7 cylinders 2 stroke, singLeacting. non-reversi ble. crasshead, turbo-charged
Propeller and Propeller components
Two (2) , Utuein Control/able Pitch Propellers,jour(4) blades. with a
diamererof 6.000 mm
Direction ofrotation - Outboard
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Material: Ni-AI-Brollte
Propell er cap
Two (2) sets
Material: Ni-Al-Bronre
Propell er hub
Two (2 ) sets
Mmerial: N i-Al-Bronze
Shafting d evices
1. Pro peUer shaft
Two (2) sets
Material: SF5 9O. T.S 2 590 Nlmm2 (60 Kglmm1)
2. Aft intermediate sbaft
Two (2) sets
Material: SF59O. T.S 2 590 N/mm1 (60 Kglmm1)
3. Forward inte rm edia te sha ft
Two (2) sets
Materia l: SF59O. T.S 2590 N/mm 2 (60 Kg/mm 2)
The genera l arrangement of the prop uision system machfnery is given in figure 3.1,
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And the Pow er Tran smiss ion co mponents that will be analysed are (from General
Arrang ement of Mff Manea),
And the main diese l co mponents are,
Cyli nder piston s
Cylinder heads
Connecting rod bearing s
Cylinde r jacket s
Cylinder liner and Piston rings
Turbocharger
Fuel cams
3.4 Compo nent Fai lure Ra te Distri butio n
Difficulties may arise in reliability modelling in findin g a suitabl e statistical
distribution for each component. Much reliabi lity data are publi shed but only a limited
amount is useful for repai rable systems or mechanical compon ents . Studies of
reliability data fittin g are conducted and publi shed by OREDA, EuroDat, SRIC, etc
(Inozu. 1993). Since the Weibull distribution is common ly used in ship propulsion
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reliability modelling (Sasakawa et . al., 1989), we assume that for components whose
failure distribut ion is not published. it will follow the Weibull distributi on. The
parameters of distribution s of shafting and propell er components are taken from
discussion and co mmunication with experien ced maintenance personnel. All diesel
engine components results are based on Inozu and Kyiriacou's research . The data are
obtained from testbed trials and from calibration measurements from sea trials. For
each component, a fault probability is obtained based on prior fault probabilities,
historical data of operation and the current engine condition (see lnozu , 1993). In that
research, the data was then fined to the failure data to find the best fit distribution.
Table 3.1 gives the list of estimation of Time Between Failures distribut ion with the
parameters used in the simulations.
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Par-ameter
Component
6.25 1 1.8
7.3810 1.8
5.2810 L3
5.25 10 2.2
3.24 10 2.7
7.3010 2.2
5.01 10 2. 1
5.88 10 2.0
2.16 1 0 .8
2. 16 1 0 .8
2.16 1 0 .8
6.89 10 2.7
6.3710 I.'
6.66 10 I. ,
7.87 10 2.1
8.28 10 2.8
5.4610 2.6
2.110 1.221
6.98 to 1.544
3. 17 I 3.432
7.48 10 2.1%
8.3810 1.425
3. 18 10 1.521
6.04 10 0.7 1
Table 3 .1 Componenl' s Timc Betwee n Failures Distribution
Where , a and f3. are parameters for WeibuJl distribution (defined by skewness of
thc function)
In figure 3.2 throu gh 3.25 are presented the detcnnination of component probability
density functio ns and overview plots of the components in the propulsion model. Thc
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overview plots of compo nen ts are resul ts deri ved from Minirab vers ion 12 with eac h
component anal ysed usin g the followi ng functions: (1) the prob abil ity density
function, (2 ) the data fin ing on the distribution . (3 ) the re liability or survi va l funct ion .
and (4) the hazard func tion (Mini tab ver 12 Guide , 199 8) .
1. The probability de ns ity function show s the component life time
charac teristic that is ex pressed as the fai lure time distribution . Thu s. from
the graph we can predict the most like ly time that the co mponent will fai l
and the probability the co mponen t will be in good co ndi tion.
2. Fittin g the data on the distribution inform s us how well the data fits the
se lected distribution. Th e data ma y also be chec ked with other distributions
to find the best fit o f the data to a distribution. (For more detail . see
Davidson. 1994).
3 . The Surviv al (or re lia bili ty) function d isp lays the surviv al probabilities
vers us time. Eac h plo t point repre se nts the proportion of units surviv ing at
time r. The survival curve is surrounded by two outer lines-the 95%
confide nce interval for the curve, which pro vides reason able val ues for the
"true " surviv al func tion.
4. The hazard function pre se nts the instantaneous failure ra te for exit tim e t.
Often. the hazard ra te is high for snort time periods. low in the middl e of
the plot , then high again at the end of the plot . Thu s. the curve often
resembl es the shape of a bathtub. The earl y period with high fai lure rate is
often ca lled the infant mortali ty stage. Th e middl e sec tion of the curve.
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whe re the failu re rote is low , is the nonnal life stage . Th e end of the curve,
where failure rate increases agai n. is the wear out stage.
In addi t ion. the parameters of distributions given by Minita b 12 are approxi mate
values caused by the beha viou r of the random dat a s ince the data used for the Minitab
anal ysis are from genera ted rand om dat a. For instan ce, to anal yse the reli abili ty of the
propeller. we generate 10.000 time between failure s random numbers that follow a
Wei buII distribution with parameters a =62 5 HY and j} = l. 8. Th e 10,000 rando m
num bers are then anal ysed and plotted.
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Figure 3.2 Overview Plot for Prope ller
Overview Plot for Propeller Cap
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Figure 33 Overview Plot for Prope ller Cap
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Overview Plot fo r Propeller I-tb
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Figure 3.4 Overview Plot for ropeller Hub
OWNeW Plot fo r Forward Stem Tube Seal
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Figure 3.5 Overview Plot (or Stem Tube
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Overview Plot for After Stem Tube Seal
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Figure 3.6 Overvi ew Plot for After Stem Tu be Sea l
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Figure 3.7 Ov erview Plot for Forward Stem Tube Seal
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Figure 3.8 Overview Plot for After Stem T ube Bus hing
Ove rview Plot for Forward Stern Tube Busting
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Figure 3.9 Overvi ew Plot for Forward Stem Tube Bushin g
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Overview Plot for After Intermed iate Sha ft
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Figure 3.10 Overview PIO[ for A fter Intermediate Shaft
Overview Plot for Forward Intermediate Shaft
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Overview Plot for Irt ermod iate Shaft
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Figure 3.12 Overview Plot for Intermediate Shaft
Owrview Plot for Earthing De IJice
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Figure 3.13 Overvie w Plot for Earthing Device
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Overview Plot for Propeller Side I-+jdrauic Coupling BIN
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Figure 3.14 Overvi ew Plot for Prope ller Side Hydraulic Coupling BIN
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Figure 3.15 Overvi ew Plot for Intennediat e Side Hydraulic Coupling BIN
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Overview Plot for Engine Side Hydraliic Coupling BIN
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Figure 3.16 Overv iew Plot for Engine Side Hydra ulic Coupling BIN
Overview Plot for Dismounting Ring
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Figure 3.17 Overview Plot for Dismounting Ring
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Overview Plot fo r Shaft Locking Device
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Figure 3.18 Overvi ew Plot for Shaft Locking Dev ice
Overview Plot for Cylinder Pistons
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Figure 3.19 Overview Plot fOT Cylinder Pistons
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Overview Plot for Cy lir¥:ler Heads
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Figure 3.20 O verview Plot for Cylinder Heads
Overview Plot for Comecting Rod Bearing
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Figure 3.21 Overview Plot for Connecting Rod Bearing
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Figure 3.22 Overview Plot for Cylinder Jacket
OveNie w Plot for Cylinder Uner and Piston Rings
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Figure 3.23 Overview Plot for Cylinder Liner and Piston Rings
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Overview Plot for Turbochar ge r
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Figure 3.24 Overview Plot for Turbocharger
Overview Plot for Fue l cams
Figure 3.25 Overv iew Plot for Fuel Cams
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3.5 Construction of Ship Propulsion System Block Diagram
The system configuration that in this case is the general arrangement of the propu lsion
system may not be identi cal to the reliability block diagram. The reliabilit y block
diagram s are arranged based on the compo nent function that caus es the overal l system
to work successfu lly or not . Since we take only the main components that may have
critical fai lure that causes the sys tem to become inoperable, all blocks in the reliabilit y
block diagram are arranged as a series system in each of the two sets of propulsion
system configurations. In this case . both sets of propulsio n system compo nents are
configured serial ly.
In modelli ng of the reliabilit y system block diagram , we can assume that the ship uses
a full load of power or only the half of full load (SNAME, 197 1). Even when the ship
has twin engines and twin propellers, we may be satisfied when the system gene rates
half of the total capacity . When a full-load model is cons idered, the subsystem s then
will be configured as a series model and for a half-load model would be a paral lel
mode l. Thus, the Time Between Failures of the system is considered using a series
mode l, and is equal to one half o f the Time Between Failures of the sub-system. The
Time Between Failures of system considered using a parallel model , is equal to 312 of
T ime Between Fai lures of the sub-s ystem (see Misra, 1992; Kececloglu, 199 1). Hence ,
MTBFparaliel'" 3 • MTBFsm.:s
Therefore, the block diagram s of the propu lsion system can be given as shown in
figures 3.26 and 3.27.
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3.6 Sim ulation
Deali ng with a co mplex sys tem and complicated fai lure patterns. the mathem atical
anal ysis would be extreme ly difficult or sometimes even impossi ble to solve. For
instan ce. the normal distribution and the Weibull di strib ution are two types of
distributi ons that are widel y used but are difficult to anal yse mathemat icall y
(Ushakcv , 1995; Misra . 1993; Bain W .• 199 1). In the case of analysing a complex
system . a simulation meth od may be the bes t or only way to find a solution.
Simulations. whic h usually are aided by computer . are used to predict the beha viour of
co mpone nts that in the operating processes are difficult or may impos sible to represe nt
with anal ytical relationships. Simulati on methods are also known to be valid methods
(Ushakov. 1995). Simulati ons may also be used jf the mathematical re lationships are
known but would require a lot of time for a so lution . In simulation, there are three
ste ps that may be follo wed. such as . (1) de ve lopment of a formal model, (2) creation or
selection of the software being used and (3) simulation itself (Ushakov , 1995) .
A reliability simulation model ordi narily is a di screte mode l with a governing
sequence of discrete events. such as fai lures. repair or switchin g. The simulation
method used in this study is Monte Carl o simulation. Monte Carlo simulation is a
method whose solution is able to approach that of the mathem atical ly complex
analyti cal solution . Monte Carlo simulation is a powerful technique that is ab le to give
an answ er to any problem faced by reliability engin eers, (Davidson. 1994) . One
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advantage of using Mon te Carlo simulation is that, unlike Markov anal ysis, it is not
restric ted to using ex ponential distributi on but can also simulate any distri butio n such
as Weibull , log-n onnal, normal , uniform, etc (see Davidson, 1994). Ther efore , we can
choose the best distri bution fit for each compo nent. As a resu lt, Monte Carlo
simulatio n ma y be more accurate than Mark ov analysis .
In Mon te Car lo simulation, a large number of rep licas of the system arc simulated by
mathematic al mode ls (Ireson , 1988). Th e value of variables and param eters are
selected based on their best -fir prob abili ty distribu tion . TIle techni qu e is to generate
random num bers that follow the best distri butio n and then form ulated in the
math ematical fonn req uired for the given block diagram arrangem ent. The outputs
from the mathematical model give the simulation result. In formula ting the
mathemati cal model, the random numbers represe nt Tim e Betw een Fai lures. These
can be conven ed [ 0 failu re rates, whic h are ass umed to be const ant (see Kececicglu,
1991). These procedu res are repea ted man y times. Th e averag e val ue (expected value)
of the res ulting Ti me Between Failures distribution gives the MTBF for the simulation
operation .
The Monte Carlo simulation method is actually very simple in co ncep t and flows
naturall y fro m the sam pling distribution concep t. The onl y aspects to imp lementing
Mont e Carlo simulation are
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(a) Writing the computer program code to simulate data condition chosen and
(b) Interpreting the estimated samplin g distribution (Moon ey, 1997).
The problem now ma y be sol ved since the development of general-pu rpose simulation
software simplifies the task considerably. One such piece of software is the package
Minitab. It can be used for Monte Carlo simuJation.
The simulations were carried out using Minitab version 12. The Minitab package is a
very powerful software package for Mont e Carlo simulation . The macro faci lity makes
its use more flexibl e and eas y for impl ementation of the real problem. In addition, the
software can simulate up to 18 distribution s: Chi-square , normal , F, t , Uniform,
Bernoulli , Binomial, Discrete , Intege r, Poisson, Beta. Chancy, Expon ential , Gamma,
Laplace, Logistic, Lognormal and Weibul l. Thus , we can fit the component failure
patterns to up to 18 distribu tions. This enabl es one to choose the best distributi on. The
macros used follow the flow chan given in figures 3.28 and 3.19. They are based on
the block diagrams of the systems (figure 3.26 and 3.27). The macros are tested using
a simple configuration to insure that the y are well constructed and contain no error.
The macros for this simulation are also attached in the appendix on a 3 >{" floppy
disk.
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Figure 3.28 Simulation Logic Flowchart
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Figu re 3.29 Simulation Logic flowchart , Finding Component Distribution
In this reliability modelling. the follo wing assump tion are used (B imhni , 1985):
l. The components alliterate co ntinuous ly from the operating state (uptime) ro the
repair Slate (dow ntime) and vice-versa.
2. Preventive maint enan ce is not considere d.
3. After each repair activity . the component is as good as a new compone nt.
4. Swi tchin g effect can be negligib le.
5. Failure-free and repair times are statistic ally independen t.
6. The fai lure-rate s of co mponents are statistically inde pendent as well.
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In addition. assumption # 1 actually is not restrictive if we consider ope rating time
instead of calendar time . and if the concept bad-as-o ld can be used in the case of
interruption without repair or maintenance. Assumption #3 is applied if the component
is completely renewed at each repair activity. Th is is to simplify the model . which will
not change the probability distribution.
3.7 Sensitivity Analysis
In additi on to the whole system simulation. we also try to simulate the syste m by
reducing each com ponent Time Between Failures by 1% to loo %. Thi s is in order to
identify the behaviour of the system and the effec t of one component on the system' s
re liability. The flow chart in figure 3.30 prese nts the logic of the simulation used for
sensitivity anal ysis. We assu me here that the data is already available. Each trial of a
component is reduced by n% and is run a hundred times with 10,000 random numbers
for each point. The result of the sensitivity analys is for full-load is presented and
discussed in the next chapter. The reason only one mod el is analysed in the sensitivity
analysis is that between full-load and half-load we have the same beha viour and a
linear relatio nship, for instance, MTBF of Pull-load e 1/3 of MTB F of half-load model
(see Misra. 1992) .
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Figure 3.30 Row chart of one component simulation
by decreasin g its Time Between Failures
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3.8 Maintainability Modelling
The mai ntai nabi lity modelli ng cannot be independent of the reliabi lity modelling since
for eac h fai lure thaI occurs a m ain ten ance action is taken. Th en: is no mai ntai nability
data that we ha ve foun d so far .for the propu lsion sys tem. There fore. me simulation
will use data from other similarequiprnent and ass umed to be satis fact ory. The t ime to
main tainfJq)3i r da ta of compone nts are es timated from OREDA-92 and ORED A·97 .
and from discu ssion s and co mm unication s wi th experi enced maintenance persoenel.
In addition, the probability den sity fun ction of the time to maintain will mo st ly be one
of the fo llowing distributions: normal , log-normal or exponential distribution (see
Blanc hard, et. al , 199 5). Here, we assume mat the data arc normal ly distribu ted.
The followin g table is the esti mation of distributions with parame ters for eac h
co mpone nt investigated.
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• Distribution
Parameter
Component Moan SID
Shafting and Propelle r
I Prope ller N ormal 25 5
2 Propeller cap No rmal 1 0.2
3 Prope ller hub Normal 25 5
4 Forward Stem Tube Seal Norm al 5 2
5 After Stem Tube Sea l Normal 5 2
• Stem Tu be No nn al 15 5
7 After Stern T ube Bu sh Nnnna! 5 2
8 Forward Stem Tu be Bush. No rm al 7 2
9 After Intermediate Shaft No rm al 5 1.5
to Forwar d Intermedi ate Shaft Normal 5 1.5
11 Intermediate Sha ft Nonna! 5 1.5
12 Earth ing De vice Norm al 4 1
13 Propell er Side Hydra ulic Coupling BIN Normal 2 0 .3
14 Intermedi ate Side HydrauJic Coupling BIN Nnnna! 2 0 .3!rngineSideH ydrnuli c Coupling BIN Nonna! 2 0.3I. Nonn al 0.5 0 .1
I7 Normal 5 1
18 Cyh nder pistons Norma l 5 1
19 Cylinder heads No rm al 5 1
20 Connecting rod bearings Nonnal 4 1
21 Cy linde r jac ke t Normal 5 1
22 Cy linder liners and Ocrings Nonn al 5 1
23 urbochargcr Nonnal 28 6
24 Fuel cams No rmal 8 1.5
Tab le 3.2 Time To Maintain Distribu tion List
In order to find the mean time to repair of the system, a Monte Car lo simulation is also
conducte d. The technique is, simi lar to the reliability sim ulatio n. Random numbers are
7 1
generated for the maintenance time . These follow the selected maintenance time and
are used in the distribution and fonnulated in a marhemari cal model as described in
chapter 2. Th e output of the simulation is the final result, which is the sys tem MTTR.
Th e results are discu ssed in the next chapter and the ma cros used in the simulation are
attached in the appendix on a 3 y: flopp y disk.
3.9 Availability Modelling
Modellin g of the availabi lity function of the system is a further task to be don e. By
using the resu lt of the simulation of the system reliabi lity function and the system
maintainability function , the sys tem avai labi lity can be easily solv ed. The simulation
will use the relation between avail abili ty. reliability and maintainability that can be
described as,
Availability = Time Between Failues
T ime BetweenFai lures +TimetoRepair
The res ult of this simulation is also present ed and discu ssed in chapt er 4 for both full-
load and half-load config urations .
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CHAPTER 4
Result and Discussion
4.1 Introductio n
The simulation resul ts give sets of mean time between fai lures for each mal. For
investigating the reliability of . system. maintainabi lity of a system. and availabi lity of
a system. the simulation ran 20 times with eadl Dial generating 10.000 random
numbers. for each component, which were used as inputs into the mathe matical model.
For the sensitivity anal ysis. the simulation ran 100 times for eac h poi nt decreasing
Time Between Fai lures with 10.000 rando m numbers as inputs Into the mathematical
model (see Appe ndix). The resu lts are stac ked in a co lumn for eac h trial and each
simulation. They are then fined to various distrib utions to identify. which is the best
fit. Th us. afte r runnin g all the simulations the system Time Betwee n Fai lure
distribution, T ime to Repair dis tributio n. and Avai lability index d istribu tion can be
found by using Bestfit and Crystal Ball software. The method use d to rank the
dislribution is the Ch i-Sq uare Test.
4.2 S im ula tio n Result
The simulation results discussed are divided into three pans: Reliability of system.
Mai ntai nability of sys tem and Availability of system.
4.2.1 Reliabili ty of Sys tem
Th e si mu latio n res ults fo r the sys tem reliabili ty co nsist of the full- load model, hal f-
load mode l and the sensi tivity analysis.
4.2.1 .1 FUll-loa d M odel
The result of the simu latio n for the fu ll-load model Time Between Fai lures
afte r fitti ng to its dis lribution is shown tab le 4.1.
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Trial # Di stribution Parameter R""kM"", SO
Trial I Nonnal 256 .06 101.77 #,
Tri al 2 Nann>! 258.91 102.13 #1
TriaI3 Norm al 258 .20 10 1.23 #1
Tri al 4 Nonnal 256.60 101.02 #1
Trial 5 Normal 256 .59 101.28 # 1
Trial 6 Normal 257.85 101.44 #,
Tri al 7 Normal 256.51 102.42 #,
Tri a l 8 Nonnal 255.88 101.24 #,
Tri a l 9 Normal 256.49 102.2 1 #,
Trial 10 Nann>! 256 .02 101.89 #1
Trial 11 Normal 256 .38 101.88 #1
Trial 12 Normal 257 .66 101.07 #1
Trial 13 Nonna! 256 .74 101.50 #1
Trial 14 No rmal 256 .74 101.50 #1
Trial 15 Normal 256.93 100 .87 # ,
Trial 16 Nonna! 255.29 102.02 #,
Trial 17 Normal 256 .80 100.74 #,
Trial 18 Normal 257.86 1Ol.37 #,
Trial 19 Normal 256.86 100.93 #,
Trial 20 Nann>! 256 .98 1Ol.48 #1
Aver aee 256 .87 101.5
Table 4 .1 Reliability Simulation Resu lt - Full-load Model
From the abov e table . we can conclude that the pdf of the pro pulsi on system
follows a Nonna! distribution with param eters :
mean =256 .87 and
standard deviation = 101.5
Or it can be expressed as,
[ (I )= _ I _ e -j{';']'
.J2i(J
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where:
~ : mean value
a : standard deviation
Thu s.
f( t ) = I e -i{' -I~J1 r
..J21t101.5
Fro m the fittin g data abov e, even if all co mponents hav e a w etbclt
distribution, the overall syst em is nonn al ly distributed. The overvie w of the
full-load sys tem reliability can be shown as the graphs in figure 4 .1,
OveJ"lliewPlot for Ae[[abi~ o~sx.~\em - Full-load Model
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Figure 4. 1 Ov erview Plot for Simulation Result Reliability of Full-load Model
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4.2.1.2 Half-load Model
The res ult of rel iabili ty simulatio n for the Hal f-load model for T ime Betw een
Fai lure s aft er fittin g to its distribution is presented in table 4 .2.
Tri al # Di stribution Ron'
Tri al I Nonnal &i~Trial 2 Nonnal 764 .13 f--iI-
Tri al3 Normal 766.59 302.46 f--iI-
Tri al 4 Normal 772 .9 1 301.83 #,
TrialS Nonnal 776 .12 303.04 #1
Trial 6 Nonna! 769 .36 308.15 #1
Trial 7 Nonna! 774 .58 307.15 #,
Tri al 8 Norm al 769. 87 302.2 1 #1
Trial 9 Nonna! 773 .61 306 .D1 #,
Trial 10 Norm al 768 .64 30 1.05 #,
Tri a l II Normal 769 .32 306.27 #,
Trial 12 Nonnal 770 .32 303.89 #,
Tri al 13 Normal 770 .81 30 1.88 #,
Tri al 14 Norm al 772 .22 304.66 #,
Trial 15 Normal 77 1.78 305.52 # ,
Trial 16 No rmal 764 .98 302.28 # ,
Trial 17 Normal 76 8.43 310.27 #,
Trial 18 No rmal 771 .34 302.84 # ,
Tri al 19 Normal 771. 30 305.7 1 #,
Trial 20 Nonna! 77 3.62 305.50 #1
Avera e 770 .63 304.47
Tabl e 4 .2 Reliability Simulation Result - Half-load model
From the ta ble. we can co ncl ude that the pdf of the propul sion system follo ws
a No rmal di stribution with parameters :
me an e 770 .63 and
standard de viation :::: 304 .47
11
Or it can be expressed as,
-'I'-~~l'f(t)=~e ~"'liiU7 and plotted as shown in figure 4.2.
..... 21t 304 .47
Figure 4.2 Overview Plot for Simulation Result Reliability of Half -load Model
4.2.1 .3 Se nsitivity Analysis
To identify the behaviour of the system affected by each component, a sensitivity
analysis is conducted . The analysis uses a Monte Carlo simulation. The method is to
generate random numbers of each component that follows its distribution and
calculated using mathematical equation s developed from the system block diagram.
For the next run of the simulation, the component Time Between Failures are
decreased 1% from previous ly and the simulation returns to find the resulting the
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overal l reliability of the system. 'Theseprocedures arc repeated until the reduction of
component Time Between Failures is l()()%. i.e.• zero Time Between Failures. The
graphsin figure 43 and 4.4 show the results of !he simulation that present the effect of
the failure of each component.
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Sensitivi ty Analysis Graph of System· Full-load Model
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4.2.2 Mai ntainability or System
The result of the simulations for both full-load model and half-load model Time To
Repair are the same since the components involved in the simulations arc the same.
Hence, they have identica l failure distributions and Tim e To Repair distribu tions. The
system's Tim e To Repair is also independent of its configu ration (see Blanchard,
1995; Kececiog lu, 1991). The refore, after fitting it toits best distribut ion the result for
both full-load model and half-load mode l can be shown as follows,
Trial # Distribu tion Parame ter R"'kMode Scale
Trial 1 Extreme Value 6.58 1.78 #1
Trial 2 Extreme Value 6.58 1.73 #1
Trial 3 Extrem e Value 6.63 1.81 # 1
Trial 4 Extreme Value 6.60 1.74 #1
Tri al 5 Extreme Value 6.59 1.78 #1
Tri al 6 Extrem e Value 6.60 1.77 #1
.V~~ 6.59 1.76 #1Trial 8 alue 6.58 1.74 #1
Trial 9 Value 6.59 1.77 # 1
Trial 10 Value 6.58 1.77 #1
Trial 11 Value 6.57 1.78 #1
Trial 12 Extreme Value 6.58 1.76 # 1
Trial 13 Extreme Value 6.61 1.79 # 1
Trial 14 Extreme Value 6.58 1.77 # 1
Trial 15 Extreme Value 6.5 8 1.78 #1
Triall6 Extreme Value 6.60 1.77 # 1
T rial 17 Extre me Value 6.60 1.83 # 1
Trial 18 Extre me Value 6.56 1.74 #1
Trial 19 Extre me Value 6.60 1.78 # 1
Trial 20 Extre me Value 6.56 1.77 #1
Aveni e 6.5. 1.77
Table 4 .3 Maintainability Sim ulat ion Result
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Therefore. we con clude that the time to main tain (pd f ) of the prop ulsion system
fo llows an Extre me Val ue distribut ion with parameters:
mode (J.L) =6.59 and
scale Io )e 1.77
Or it can be expre ssed as .
where :
b : mode value
a : scale
Th us .
From the fitti ng of the above data. it can be seen th at ev en though each component has
a normal distribution, the overa ll system follow s the Extreme Value distribution. In
some cases, the best-fir distribution may not real ly fit the resu lts we ll. To show the
comparison between the simulation resu lt and the fitt ed val ue , figure 4.5 is presented .
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Figure 4.5 Compari son Chan Between The Result and Fitted Data
4.2.3 Avallabllity orSystem
Anothe r simulation conducted is the availabi lity of system. The two followin g tables,
table 4.3 and table 4.4, are the results of the simulations for full-load model and half-
load mode l. In general. the result s all follow the Extreme Value distribution although
each component distribution is norma l
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4.2.3.1 Fu ll-load Model
Trial # Distributi on Param eter Rank
Mode Scale
Trial 1 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #I
Trial 2 Extreme Value 0.97 0 .02 # ,
Trial 3 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #,
Trial 4 Extre me Value 0.97 0 .0 2 #1
Tri alS Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #1
Trial 6 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 # 1
Trial 7 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #1
Trial 8 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #1
Tria l 9 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 # ,
Tri al 10 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #1
Trial 11 Extreme Value 0.97 0 .02 # ,
T rial 12 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 # ,
~v~u, 0.97 0.02 # ,Trial 14 Value 0.97 0.02 # ,
Trial 15 Value 0.97 0.02 # ,
Trial 16 Extreme Value 0.97 0 .02 # ,
Trial 17 Extreme Value 0.97 0 .02 # ,
Trial 18 Extreme Value 0.97 0 .02 # ,
Trial 19 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 # ,
Tri al 20 Extreme Value 0.97 0.02 #,
Avera e 0.97 0.02
Tab le 4.4 Availabili ty Simulation Result - Full-load Model
Fro m the table , the avai lability of rhe system can be expre ssed by.
The parameters of the distributio n are taken from the averag e values of trials.
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4.2.3.2 Half-load Mod el
me Value
me Value
Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Extreme Value
Value
Value
value
Value
Value
Value
vat ue
v alue
Parameter
Mode Scale
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
0.99 0.01
Rank#,
#,#,
#,#,#,
#,#,#,#,
#,#,#,
#,#,#,#,#,
#,#,
Table 4 .5 Availabilit y Simu lation Result - Half-load Model
By taking the average value of parameter from the table above , the availability of half-
load model can be expressed by equation s,
f(r) =---"----e{~)J;';l' 1
0 .99
Similar to the maintainability resu lt fini ng, the availability results do not really fit the
Extreme value distrib ution well as shown in figure 4 .6 and figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6 Comparison Chan Between The Availability Simulation Resull Full-
load Model and Fined Line
Figure 4.7 Comparison Chan Between The Availability Simulation Result Half-
load Model and Fined Line
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4.3 Discussions
4.3.1 The Monte Carlo Simula tio n
When we deal with a Monte Carlo simu lation there are two interpretations that can be
followed :
In generating the random numbers, we can generate one random number for each
component to follow a statistical distributio n. The random numbers are then used
as input into the mathematical model . The steps are repeated many times . More
clear ly, for a simulation of the system using 10,000 random numbers for each
component, can be shown in the following flow chan,
Figure 4.8 Flow Chart of The First Interpretation of Monte Carlo Simu lation
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The flowchart seem s to represen t the real probl em since the failure occurs once for
each trial . But, if we try to co llect all the generated random numbers for each
compo nent ( l, lXlOpoin ts or less) and we fit the result. it may not give the same
mean as expected, and possi bly not eve n the same distribut ion (in this examp le, a
normal dis trib ution). Th us, sometimes the random number dis tribution does not
represent the des ired co mponent distribution. Thi s may occ ur becaus e when the
computer ge nerates one random number , say. following a normal distrib ution.
whic h is imm edi atel y used in complex mathemati cal eq uations, the seed numb er
for the rand om numbe r genera tor may give a bias whi ch will give the above
mention ed effect. Thi s may also make it impos sible to achieve simulation
repeatability . To reduce this effect. the amount of random numbers each
co mponent in volved in the simulation shou ld be approx imately 10,000. We should
be able to ac hieve repeat abili ty in our simulation resu lts if the random numbers
follow the requ ired distribu tion since for eac h.trial we have approximately:
./ 6OO,lXlO random numbers for each tri al reliability and maintainab ility
simulat ion,
./ 1.200.000 rand om numbers for availability simulation, and
./ 6 milli on random numbers to do the sensitivity anal ysis simulation .
Another met hod for doing the Monte Car lo simulation is 10 generate each
compo nent ra ndo m numbe rs to follow the desired distributi on (say 10,000 for one
component) before we compute the math.ematical model. Th is is all very simple
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and more accurate than the first method. Thi s means that when we repeat the
simu latio n. the resu lts arc: most likely the sam e or of the same order of magnitude.
This method will not req uire a very fast co mputer to do the simulation even for a
complex simu latio n since the computer generates the random numbers in
chro no logical sequence withou t any delay. In addition. this techn ique can reduc e
the simu latio n time required. With this meth od : we m ay use a spreadsheet to do
the simulation unless req uire d special featu res or functio ns are not pro vided by
that program.
4.3.2 Reliability or System
From the data of component Tim e Between Fai lures distri butions pre sen ted in
[able 3. 1. can be see n that the components hav e very low fail ure rates or long Time
Between Fai lures . In other words , the quality of the components is very hig h. In
contrast. the overall system has a very low Mean Time Between Fai lures, 250
hours for the series model and 750 hours for the para llel mode l. There is real life
experience in the US tha t the overall MfBF of a ship prop ulsio n syste m (a Fu ll-
load. model) , USS Halfbeak, is approximately 359 hours at 25.5 18 ho urs operation
(see Crowder. MJ. et , al , 1991). The reason why the s imulation resu lt and the rea l
life experience are different is because the co mponents used in the two ship s are
not the same . Another reason is that in real life, pre ventive maintenance is also
done but is not included in the simu lation since the corre lation betwee n component
time between fai lures , the preventive mai ntenance and the quali ty and freque ncy
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of maintenance is unknown . The preventive maintenance can increase the
~Iiability of a system as a function of frequency of maintenance and the quality of
maintenance (Endrenyi. 1978).
4.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 43 and figun: 4.4 an: the sensi tivity anal ysis res ult graphs fer-the Full -1oad
mode l and the Hal f-load model. respectively. Th e gra phs presen t the overall Time
Betwee n Fai lures by decreasing the Ti me Betwee n Fai lures of eac h component . It
can be see n from the gra phs that the overal l T ime Betwee n Failures is no t affec ted
by the change in indi vidual components unless the co mpone nt MTB F dec rease s to
85% or eve n less . Th is is disp layed by the slope of the line correspo nding to the
change due to an indivi dual co mpon ent. In th is case st udy. the fuel cams arc the
most sensitive component of the diese l engine eomponents that affects the ove ral l
system Time Between Fail ures. Th is can be caused by either the mean of Time
Between Fai lures and/or the type of disuibution of fue l cams and also the
configuration of the system block diagram. Figures 43 and 4.4 show that the most
sensitive co mponents are .
Diese l Engine:
Fue l Cams
Cyli nde r Piston s
Cy linder Heads
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Shafting and Pro peller.
Aft Stem Tube Seal
Propeller Hub
Fwd Stem Tube:Seal
4.3.4 Main tai nabUi ty of Syste m
Since lhe full-lead mode l and half-load model have the same com ponents. the
analysis of mainlain ability will give the same result as well. The result of the
simulation is presented in table 4.3. In the maintainability simulation process. the
most difficult part is the determ ination of the propon ion of time to repair of one in
a set of componen ts since people recorded the time to repair a set of com ponents
instead of the time for indi vidual components. The refore. we needed a short
discussion with an ex perienced maintenance manage r to define it. The results of
the maintainab ility simulation may surprise us. for a com ponent with a long Time
Between Failures needs on ly abou t 6 beers repai r time . From our correspondence
and discussions with maintenance management perso nnel. this is due to the fact
that they do the repai r or maintenance in a very profess ional and well planned
As presen ted in table 4 .3, the best fit of the Ti me To Maintain is the u beme
Value distri bution although the distribution is not real ly a good fit to the result.
The comparison be tween the result and the fitted data is presented in figure 4.5 in
the previous sec tion. Thai is one limitat ion of the so ftware . Th us, the
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maintainability simulation result ma y have a better distri bution (better goodness-
of-fit) that is nee provided by the software, Minita b pac kage or Crystal Ball.
4.3.5 Anilab ility otSystlE'm
In the simulation of the avai labi lity of the system we do not use the simulation
result disai bution of the reliability and the maintainabi lity but we prefer to usc the
orig inal compone nt di stri bution since the reliability and main taina bili ty results do
not fit the distributi on we ll. For instance . in the previous section of discussion of
the maintainabili ty of the system, the result is not really approp riatcl y represe nted
by the Extrem e Value di stributi on .
The result of the availabi lity simulation seems very good for such a complex
syste m. Tbe mean of the availabi lity index for unlimited operation time is
appro ximately 0 .98 for a Full-load model and 0 .99 for a serie s model. Therefore,
the syste m wi ll perfonn with high effectiveness.
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CHAPTERS
Conclusion
In this study, the Monte Car lo method is uti lised to dev elop the reliability,
mai ntai nability and avai lability prediction mode l for a ship prop ulsion system. The
study presen ts the benefits of using a statistical simulation when the mathematical
model may not be able to solve the problems. Thi s is because the mathematical
approach is not ab le to sol ve the infinite integra! of some distributio ns, e.g. normal
distribution.
An investigation of the process of data and syst em modelling. and simu lation, lead to
the co nclusion that ,
In general .
> The Mont e Car lo simulation was found to be an appropria te too l for pred ictin g
the reliability, maintainability and avai lability of ship propul sion systems.
> The simulation results can approach the real problem in predi ctin g the
reliabili ty, maintainability, and av ailability of a ship propulsio n sys tem.
The refo re , to use the simula tion resu lt, we have to be very care ful since the
simulation did not inclu de the pre ventiv e maintenance factor that in fact can
impro ve the system reliabili ty and avai lability. Neither does it co nsider the
influence of machinery hea lth monitoring systems, which ma y be ins talled.
> The simulation res ults are limited to only a certain system with certai n
components. However . the simulation result can be used for guidanc e in
predi cting the lifetime and beha viour of components and the particular system.
The sensitivity analysi s grap hs can help to determine the priority of
main tenan ce activ ities prev entive and corrective.
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> The model and the simulation are limited by the availability of data. Therefore ,
the accuracy of the results can onl y be improved by improvin g the accurac y of
data or failure rate and required maintenance and repair times.
> The simulation is a way ro predict the reliabi lity, maintainabilit y and
availability indexes but it cannot represent 'exactly the real cond ition of the
system .
In particular',
> Even if the individual compo nent has a ' long' mean time between failures, it
docs not mean that the system will perform as long as the mean time betwee n
failures for the component. In this case study, the minimu m of the mean time
between failures of a component is 30.000 hours, but the overal l system's
mean time between failures is just around 250 hours for the full-load mode l
and 750 hours for the half-load model. Thus, it can be pointed out that even
when we have very high qua lity components confi gured as a system , the time
between failures of the system would be much shorter than the individ ual
component's mean time betwee n failures.
> When choosing the 'best ' implementation of the Mo nte Carlo simulation, the
requirement of a very fast computer can be traded off against ron time and
accuracy. The level of accuracy has to be sufficient to ensure that good
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maintenance dec ision can be made . Th e run time of the reliabilit y simulation
for 20 trial s (w ith 10,000 random num bers for each co mponent) usin g the first
interp retati on is mo re than 7 x 24 hours and usin g th e second met hod is less
than 5 minut es. However. the results are approxi mate ly the same. On the other
hand, when the simulatio ns usin g 1.000 rand om numbers for eac h co mpo nent.
the simu lation result almost a lways changes from each trial by around ± 5%
from the expec ted value using the first method whil e for the seco nd method it
is only ± 0.25%.
);> Th e graph of re liability sen sitivit y analy sis can be used to lead us to make a
priority maintenan ce sche du le of some 'cri tical ' co mpo nents to avoi d disab ling
the syste m due to fai lures of the cri tical co m ponen ts. The criti cal co mponents
are sho wn in the graph s with the more sens itive co mpo nents havin g the lower
lines in the graph s.
);> To incre ase the availability of the sys tem . we can incr ease the reliability of
each component and/ or decrease the maintenance tim e for eac h compo nent. To
increase the reliability of a co mpo nent, only the manufacturers can increase the
q ual ity (lifetim e) of the com ponent . Thi s can be done in desi gn. manufacturin g
proc esse s and material selection. In operati on. the operator should also do
pre ventive mai nten ance in order to reduce the failu re rate of com ponents . In
add itio n, the pre venti ve maint enanc e can be performed at a close to optimum
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time by the implementa tion of a good machin ery health moni toring system . A
system that is geared to detecting dete rioration in those components that the
overa ll reliability of the sys tem is the most sensitive to will go a long way
toward optimi sing the overall system avai lability .
:;.. The existing mainte nance policy is mostly based on the manufacturers '
manuals and classification ru les . This is sometimes too early to do
mainten ance since the man ufactu rer's manual and the class ifica tion society
tend to err on the conservative side in order to avoid fai lures. The
manufacturer 's reco mmendations are made based on laboratory tests not on
real condi tion tests. The classification soc iety recommendations tend on ly to be
chan ged to a more infrequent maint enance frequency when there is amp le
evide nce that applies to all shi ps. or a given distinguishable clas s of ships.
Therefore. when we have enough reliable compon ent operating data, the
maintenance policy can be made based on the prediction of failure rate or
survival function . The best time to do main tenanc e is when the failure rate
drama tically increases or the survival function decreases drama tically. This can
be found in the grap h of overvi ew plots for components shown in chapter 3
(figure 3.2 to 3.2S). For instance. from figure 3. 19 the fai lure rate of pistons
starts to increase at arou nd 1O.0Cl0opera ting hours. Th us, they should be given
maintenance after 10.000 hours of operatio n. On the other hand, the
manufacturer and class ifica tion soc iety rules advice to maintai n them at 8.lXlO
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operating. hours. The real condi tion data is more accurate than the
manufacturer's manua l for represe nting the real condition of the system . The
classification society should also accept the main tenance period based on the
reliability stud y for that ship, or that class of ships.
» To maintain some compo nents would be better if it is done at the same time for
several componen ts in order to save on total time to repair. For instance. it is
better to maintain a cylinder head, piston and pisto n rings at the same time.
Decreasi ng the time to repair leads to an incre ase in system lifetime and also in
the avai lability index of the system. Increas ing the lifetime and avai lability of
the system would lead to the potential for earning more revenues.
Possible future stu d ies that improve the understanding of these problems :
,/ Having more detailed data and more comp lete infonnation on the components
involved will result in a more accurate investigat ion of the reliability.
maintainability and availab ility indexes of the propulsion system. Involving
other systems to perform. as an integrat ed system may also be possible to do if
t~e data are avai lable. This would be very useful.
.;' Other techniq ues of simu lation and optimisation may also be tried to determ ine
the most appropriate techniq ue for pred icting the reliab ility , maintainability
and avai lability of a ship propulsion system or an integra ted ship system.
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" Preventive maintenance is also an importan t factor that is commonly used in
real life. By invo lving me preve ntive maintenance in the simulation. the result
may more close ly approach the real problem. The important part to involve the
preven tive maintenance in th is sim ulation is to find the correlation betwe en the
preventive main tenance and the failure rate of the co mponent after it has been
maintained. The maintenan ce cost may also be an interesting topic to be traded
off against the total revenue that may be earne d due to greater avai labilit y
increase and in ship lifetime .
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Appendix A
MT Mattea Data
MfI' Mattea Specification:
CANADIAN
ST JOHN'S , NEWFOUNDLAND
FLAG :
PORT OF
REGISTRY:
CALL SIGN : VCSR
OfFICIAL NO .: 819115
IMO NO.: 9131888
COl\.fMUNICATION: SATEll.ITE <8>
SATELLITE <C>
PENNEY VGLAND INC.
CANSHIP UGLAND LID.
P.O. BOX 8274 . STN <A> 1289 TOPSAIL ROAD ,
ST JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND, CANADA AI B 3N4
Telephone: (709) 782 3333 Telex: (709) 782 0225
E-mail : cu]@canship.com
SAMSUNG HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO .• LTD.• fIN 1189
1997
The vessel is a twin skeg, twin screw SHUTTI.E TANKER
with 12 cargo tanks. 2 slop tanks, 13 segregated ballast tanks
and bow loading system on the forecastle deck .
OWNER:
MANAGER :
BUll.DER:
aun.r.
DESCRIPTION:
SHIP EQUIPMENT
HOSE HANDLING CRANES <NORLIFD
Chain Stopper
Mooring Winc h
Stora ge Unit
Loading Manifold
Hose Handling
winch
Service Crane
• Two (2) Hydraulic type. each capacity of S.W .L. 15 tonnes max . Worki ng
radius 16.8 m and max outreac h 6.4 m from the ship 's side.
BOW MOORINGILOAPING EQUIPMENT (PUS NES)
One ( I) Hydraulic self-locking type. Max . tension force
500 tonnes. chain dim. 83 mm
One (I) Twin drum traction type . Pulling capacity of70
tonnes at 7 mlmin
Storage Capacity of 500 m 100 rom dia. Rope
One (1) Single Probe type 20"
One (1) Doub le Drum. Pulling capacity of 25 tonnes
One (1) Hydraulic jib type. Capacity of 5.0 tonnes,
Working radius 9 m
STEERING GEARS (pQRSGRUNP • AKER)
• Two (2) Blectrc . Hydraulic , Rotary Vane type
RUDDERS
• Two (2) sets Becker Flap type
BQW!HRIJSTER ruLSTEIN)
• Two (2) sets C.P.P. type. Capaci ty of2,100 kw each
A- I
WINDLASSES(PI fSNES )
• Two (2) Hydrauli c high pressure type, Combined with 2 Mooring Drums,
Capacity of 45 tonnes 9 mfmin
WINCHES (PUSNES)
• Eight (8) Hydraulic high pressure type. Capacity of 20 tonnes, 15 mlmi n. each
2dru=
HEL ICOPTER DECK
• One (1) Designed for a ~ElI1 01 " type Helicopter
PROVISION CRANES CNORUfD
• One (1) Electro - Hydrau lic, Capacity of 5 tonnes '" 10 m rad ius
• One (1) Electro - Hydraul ic, Capacity of2 tonnes '" 10 m radius
PUMPS
CARGO PUMPS (SlUNKQ)
• Two (2) Two speed electric meter driven and one( l ) steam driven vertical
centrifugal type, Capac ity of 4,000 rn)/h x 150 lW.C(S.G.: 0.82)
BAI I AS! PUMPS (SI-UNJ(Ol
• Two (2) Electric motor drive n vertical centrifugal type . Capacity of 2.500 m)/h
x.25rnWC
CR ImE OIL WASHING PUMP (SHINKOl
• One ( 1) Electri c motor driven vertical centrifugaJ type, Capacity of I.<X)() m)/h
x 150 mLC(S.G.:0.82)
CARGO STRIPPING PUMP (SHINKQl
• One (I) Steam driven vertical reciprocating type, Capacity of 300 rn)/h x 135
mLC(S .G.:O.82)
~
MAIN ENGINES
Two(2) HYUNDAI MAN B&W , Type 7S50MC
• MeR: 12,7OOBHP '" 118.8 RPM (Each)
• CSR : 11.430 BHP 90 % of MCR (Each)
• 7 cy linders 2 stroke , single acting, non-reversible. crosshead, turbo-charged
AUX. ENGINE
Two (2) Ulste in Bergen , Type BRG -8, 4,389 PS '" 720 RPM , 3,000 kW
Alternator - ABB
• Two (2) Ulstein Berge n, Type KRG-9. 2,169 PS '" 720 RPM, 1,500 kW
Al ternator - ABB
EMERGENCY DIESEL ENGINE
One (1) MAN-DEMP type D2842LE, 544 BHP '" 1.800 RPM, 400 kw
Alte rnator
A-2
~
Two (2) sets. Uls rein Co ntro llab le Pitch Prope ller. four (4) blades
• Di amete r, 6,000 mm
• Direction of rotation - O utboard
• M aterial; Ni-AI -Bro nze
On. FIRED BO IlER
• Two(2) MIT SUB ISID type MAC-258
• Eac h capacity of 25,000 kglh _ 16 kg/c m2
EXHA [ JST GAS ECONOMIZER
• No t prov ided
[NERI GAS PLANT
• One (1) se t Aalborg Sunrod. Boiler flue gas type with (2) inert gas fans . eac h
capacity 16.250 Nm3/h
FRESH W ATER GENERATOR
• T wo (2) sets Nire x, Plate type . Each capacity of 30 tannes/da y
NAVIGATION AND C0M:MUNJCATION EQUIPMENT
RA pARPLANT
• One (1) set, S-Ban d with ARPA, Sperry VT340 CDA314P
• One (1) set. X-Band with ARPA , Sperry VT340 CDA027P
• One (1) X-Ban d scan ner on foremast, Sperry
MARINE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
• Two (2) sets , GPS, Tri mbl e NT 2000
• One ( 1) set, LORAN-C, Nort h Star. 800X
• One (1) set. Integrat ed Navigation System . Sperry
GYRO COMPASS
• Two (2) sets. Sperry, MK37VT
EC HO SOUNDER
• One (1) set, Sperry, LSE 135
• One (1) set , Sperry, LSE 297
AUTO PILOT
• One (1) set, Sperry, ADO 6000
DYNAMIC POsm ONING SYSTEM
• O ne (1) set, dual (redundant) Cege lec DPS 902
The DP system is interfaced to the following environmental senso rS-
Two (2) Gyrocompasses, Sperry MK37VT
• Two (2) Vertic al reference units
• Tw o (2) Anemometers
• Fo ur (4) Draft sensors
DP Position Reference Syste ms available for use are;
On e (1) Arte mis MK IV (Antenna located in top of fore mast)
One (1) Simra d OLS 4 10 HPR System
• Tw o (2) Searex DGPSIDARPS units
A-3
(DGPS • Differential Global Positioning Syste m)
(DARPS • Differe ntial Absolute and Relative Positioning Syste m)
The DP fYstem controls the following propdkrs!rudders
• Two (2) CPP tunnel thrusters in bow (UlSTE1N)
• Two (2) CPP Main propellers aft. (ULSTEIN)
• Two (2) Hlgh Lift Rudders (BECKER)
SPEED LOG
• One (1) set. Dopp ler speed log (dual axis). Sperry. SRD 42 1 S
• One ( I) set. Doppler speed log (single axis). Sperry. SRD 33 1
WEATIIER FACSIlMILE RECORpER
• One (I) set. Furuno. Fax 214
NAYTEX RECEJYER
• One (I) set, Sperry. NAV~5
RAmO STATION (SPERRy MARINE INC.>
In accordance with requirements for GMDSS - Radio statio n
MAIN DIMENSIONS
Length overall 271.8 M 891'83'" ''
Length between perpendicular 258.0 M 846'5 l IZ"
Breadth moulded 46.0 M 150'11 ~
Depth moulded 22.6M 74' 13'''~
Designed draft (moulded ) 14.8M 48'6 3' " ''
Draft on summer freeboard 15.3M 50'211.....(moulded)
Height from keel to top of highest : 50.9M 167'Ofl
mast/antenna
Lightship displacement 27,094.5Tonnes
Deadweig ht at summer draft 126.646 .6T onnes
Service speed 14.8Kn ots
Cruising range 12.000 S.M .
A-4
Gross Tonnage
Nd To nnage
International
76,2 16
34 ,631
Su..
77.492
68.413
~
American Bureau Shippi ng
+A I (E) Oil Carrier SH DLA; ICE CLASS IC; +AMS ; +ACCO
MA NIFOLD
DiSWK:e from bo w to centre of manifold
Distance from stem to centre of manifold
Distance from cargo man ifold [ 0 side of
vesse l
Centre height of cargo manifold above deck:
Number and diam eter of manifold
connections
Cargo reducers
133.9 1 M _(439·4 W )
137 .89M
4.60M
2.IO M
Three (3 ) _ ANSI 16W
16w x 1 6 ~ · 6 pieces
16w x Ir - 3pieces
16 w x IO~ ~ 3 pieces
16 w x SW_3 pieces
A·'
Pictures of !\our Mattea
~.~
t~~*~~~~~~~
AppendixB
Probability Distributions
1. Welbull Distribution
A Weibull de nsit y function is given as.
ptH {(t J']f( t}=7ex - a
where ,
a> 0 scale parameter
f} > 0 : shape parameter
and
the mean value = a1k+1)
Domai n: t>O
Mode :
,[(,,: 1)]'1. ..... tf c z t and
If c c 1
Where I" , the gamma function is,
roo=Iuv'e....du
B- 1
2. Normal Distribution
f(t) =2~ exp{-(t;:/}
with IJ. ; mean (all val ues)
c": variance (0" >0)
Domai n: all t
Mode eu
Variance ; 0"
3. Extreme Value Distribution
where IJ. : loc ation parameter
0" : scal e parameter ; 0" >0
Domai n: all t
M ode ; f.l.
Variance; 0"~1t !
for -_ <t < oo
for - oo< t < oo
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AppendixC
Fin ding The Good ness of fit Distri bu tion
Finding Th e Best Dist ributi ons
I Using Besrfit Version 2.0d
Bestfit is a program that fits the data to a selected statistical distribution and
displays the resu lts in high-reso lution graphs. The procedures followed arc very
simple . Copy the result from Minitab into a column in the BestFit program as
shown in the following figure.
1 112%1
2 28068
3 57723
.. 92352
5 60407
6 60128
7 105696
8 6695
9 1149 77
10 26795
11 34841
12 29525
13 21376
14 47931
15 &1716
16 107673
By setting the goodness of fits test to all possible tests: Chi-Square, Kolmogoro v -
Smimov and Anderson- Darling, and click the 'uutofif button, the program will
gives the ranks automatica lly as follows,
C- I
For more, the detail parameter and fitting result, Bcstfit presents in table such as,
From the table , we know all parameters and the ranks of goodness of fit of the data
The limitation of the software we have (student version ), is that the number of data
should not be more than 4500 numbers . In addition , the full version is able to fit
around 33.000 random numbers.
_. Crys tal Ball Software Version 4.0g
This software is an add-in or macro-program for spreadsheets such as Excel . Q-Pro
or Lotus 1-2·3. The softw are is for forecasting . risk anal ysis. and optimization
tools such as Monte Carlo simulation. In our opinion . the software is not flexible
enough 10 represent s the prob lem since we cannot add a comma nd to do some
loops to find a better simulation result. However. this softw are is capable of
finding the best distribution of some random data to the limit of data that Excel can
accommodate. The proced ure is the same as fitting data using Bestftit. we copy the
simulation result from Mintab such as.
c-)
By clicking the Fit button. we then have a window:
Then we have to define the range of data in the Excel sheet. Here. we select AI to
A 1 ססoo. The program gives the following screen after clicking next button.
Choose one of the options of distributions and ranking methods to find the best
distribution.
C-4
The comparison of fitting data cannot be given in one table. Therefore. we cannot
directly compare the resulting parameters.
We used both software packages for finding the distribution of components by
taking advantages of the software. For instance. if the random numbers generated
was less than 5000. we used both Bestfit and Crystal Ball to find the distribution
since the capability of finding distribut ions are different. However. for more than
5000 data points. the Crystal Ball software is used.
C-5
AppendixD
Some Minitab Macros
For Reliability Simulation
Gl Series Model
GMACRO
MCS
erase c t-e tsc
l..et k2 = I
Let kSO=roooo
Let 106= 20
Do klO2=I :KS6
Random kSO c t :
Wei bull 1.8 62500 .
Random lOD ez:
Weibull 1.8 13800.
Random k50 c3:
Weibu ll 1.3 52800 .
Random kSOe4:
Weibull 2.2 52500.
Random kSOc5 ;
Weibu ll 2.7 32400.
Random lOa c6 :
Weibu1l2.273000.
Random kSO c7 ;
Weibull2.1 50 100 .
Random kSO c8 :
Weibull 2.0 58800.
Rando m kSOc9;
WeibuIl2.7 80800 .
Random k50 e io .
Weibull 3.4 78900.
Random 100 e ll:
Weibull 1.4 75300 .
Random kSOc l2;
Weibull 2.7 68800.
Random kSOc 13:
Weibull 1.4 63700.
Random kSOe 14;
Weibull 1.4 66600.
Random k50 c 15:
WeibuIl2.178700 .
Random k50 c16:
Wei bull 2.8 82700.
RandomkSO cl7;
Wcibull 2.6 54600.
Random lODel8;
Weibull 3.432 31604 .
Random xso c19;
Weibull 1.544 69755.
Random k50 C20 ;
WeibuIl 2.196 7479 1.
Random kSOC21 :
Weibull1.42S 83757 .
Random kSOC22 ;
Weibull I.221210000 .
Random k50 C23;
Weibull 0.7160362.
Random k50 C24 ;
Weibull 1.521 317 53.
Let
c2S=((Vc l)+(IIc2)+(lIc3)+(lIc4)+(lIc
5)+(1Ic6)+(lIc7}+(lIc8)+(1Ic9)+(lIe IO
)+(1/e ll}+(lIe I2»
ler
e26=((lIe13}+(lIe I4)+{lIe I5 )+(lIc I6)
+ ( li e 17)+{7/e 18)+(7/e 19}+(7/c20)+(7/
e21)+(7/e2 2)+(lIe23)+{7/e24 »
let e27 =1I(c25+c26y.2
ifk2=1
name e28 "Trial I'
le tc28=c27
endi f
if k2= 2
name c29 'Trial 2'
let c29=c27
endif
ifk2 = 3
name e30 7rial 3'
let cJO= c27
cndif
ifk2 = 4
name c3 1 "Trial 4 '
Jete3 1 = c27
eodif
if k2= 5
name e32 7 rial 5'
let e32 = c27
codi f
0-1
ifk2= 6
name c33 'Trial 6 '
letc33 = cZ7
endi f
ifk2= 7
name c34 T ri al T
let c34 = c27
cndif
if k2 = 8
name c3S T ri al 8'
let c3 S =c27
endi f
if k2 =9
name c36 'Tri al 9 '
let c36 = c27
endif
if k2 = 10
name c3 7 'T rial 10'
le t c3 7 =c27
endif
ifk2=ll
namec38 'Trial 11'
let c3 8 =c27
endi f
if k2 = (2
name c39 Trial 12'
let c3 9 = c27
endif
if k2 = 13
name c40 'Tri al 13'
let c40 = c27
endif
ifk2 = 14
name c4 1 'T rial 14'
letc41 =c27
endif
if k2 = 15
name c42 'Trial I S'
let c4 2 = c 27
endif
ifk2= 16
name c4 3 'Trial 16'
letc43 =c27
endif
if k2 = 17
name c44 'Trial I T
let c44 =c27
cndi f
ifk2 = 18
name c4S "Trial 18'
let c4S = c27
=dif
ifk2 = 19
name c46 "Trial 19'
let c46=c27
endif
ifk2 =20
nam e c47 "Trial 20'
let c47 = c27
endi f
Let k2 = k2 + 1
Enddo
ENDMA CRO
!iilI For Paral lel Mode l, see in 3 oK. "
flop py di sk anached.
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Fo r Sensitivity Analysis of
System Reliability Simulation
~For Co mpo nent: Prope ller
GMACRO
Mes
erascc1-c150
Le tkl = I
Letk3 =l
Let k50 "" 1000
Let kS3 ""62500
Let k54 = 101
Let kS5 ",,103
Let k56 "" 10
Do kl ()():::I:kS4
Dokl01""I:l
Le t k2 =1
erasec28
Do kl 02""1:K56
Random k50 cl ;
Weibull 1.801 103.
Random 100 c2 ;
Weibull 1.8 73 800 .
Random 100 e3 ;
Weibu ll 1.3 52800 .
Random 100 c4;
WeibuJl 2.2 525 00.
Rando m k50 c5;
WeibuIl2.7 32400 .
Random k50 c6;
WeibuIl2.273000.
Random 160 c7;
Weibu1l2.1 SOlDO.
Random 100 c8;
Weibu1l2.0 58800.
Random 100 c9 ;
Weibull 2.7 80800 .
Random 100 c lO;
Weib ull 3.478900.
Random 100 ell ;
Weibull 1.4753DO.
Random kSOcl 2;
WeibuI12.768800.
Random k50 c 13;
We ibull 1.463700 .
Random k50 cl4;
Weibull 1.466600.
Random kSOciS;
Weibull 2.1 78700 .
Random kSOe 16;
Weibu ll 2.8 82700.
Random 100 cl7;
Weibull 2.6 54600.
Random kSOC I S;
Weibull 3.4323 1604.
Random k50 c19 ;
Wei bull 1.544 697 55.
Random kSOC20;
We ibu1l2. 196 7479 1.
Random k50 C21 ;
We ibull 1.425 8375 7.
Random kSOC 22;
Weibulll.221 2 1()(X)().
Random kSOC23 ;
Weibull 0.7 160362.
Random kSOC24;
Weibu1l1.521 3 1753.
Let
c2 5:::« lfc l )+{lfc2)+{lfc3)+{lIc4)+( lIc
5)+(l/c6 )+{lIc 7)+{lIc8 )+{lfc9}+(lfe lO
)+( lf cl l )+(lfc I2»
let
c26==(li e 13)+{l/c 14)+ ( Ifc 15)+( lIc 16)
+{ lIel7)+{ 7/c 18)+(71c19)+(7/c20)+(7/
c2 1)+(7/e22)+{lIe23)+{7/c24»
lete27= lf(c 25+c2 6)
Let c2 8(k2 ) = sum(c27Yk5Q
Let c1 3l(k2) = sum(cl)lk50
Letk2=k2+1
Enddo
Let c30(k3 )=s um (c2 8)1k56
Let c3 1(kJ )=3+c3 0( k3)12
Let c32(k3)= sum(c I3 I)1k56
Let c33 (k3 )=k53
Let kJ =k3+1
Enddo
Let k5 3 = (kS3+O.000001 )-
(k55 /(k54-1»
Let e29(kl) = (kt-I)
D-2
Let kf ek l-e-I
Enddo
ENDMACRQ
~ For other components. see in 3 M"
floppy disk attached.
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For Mai ntainability Sim ulati on
~ AlI Model
GMACRO
MeS
erasec l-c l 50
[.el k2= 1
Let k50 = 100
Let 166 =20
Do k l02=I :KS6
Random 100 c1;
Weibull 1.8 62500 .
Random 100 c2;
Weibull1.873800.
Random 100 c3;
Weibull 1.3 52800 .
Random kSOc4 ;
Weibull 2.2 52500.
Random kSOc5;
Weibul l 2.7 32400 .
Random kSO c6 ;
Weibull 2.2 73000.
Rando m 100 c7;
Weibull 2.1 50100.
Random 100 c8;
Weibull 2.0 58800 .
Random k50 c9 ;
WeibuIl 2.7 808OO.
Random k50 c lO;
Weibull 3.4 78900 .
Rando m kSOcl l ;
Weibull 1.4 75300 .
Random 100 c12;
Weibu ll 2.7 68800.
Random 1d0 c13 ;
Weibull 1.4 63700 .
Random kSOc14 ;
Weibull 1.4 66600.
Random kSOc i S;
Weibull 2.1 78700 .
Random kSOcl6;
Weibull 2.8 82700 .
Random k50 c 17;
Weibull 2.6 54600.
Random kSOC 18;
WeibuIl 3.432 31604 .
Random k50 c19;
Weibulll.544 69755.
Rand om 100 C20;
Weibu Il 2.196 74791.
Ran do m k50 C2 1;
We ibull1.425 83757.
Ran dom k50 C22 ;
Weibull 1.22 1 2100J0.
Random k50 C23 ;
Weibull 0.71 60362.
Random k50 C24;
Weibull 1.52131753.
Random 100 C2.5;
Nonnal 752.5 .
Random k50 C26 ;
Normal 20 7.
Random k50 C2 7;
Normal 75 30.
Random k50 C28 ;
Nonnal10 3.
Random 1d0 09;
Nonn allO 3.
Ran dom 100 C30 ;
No rmal 50 12.
Ran do m k50 C31 ;
Nonnal2S 7.
Ran dom k50 C3 2;
Normal 50 12.
Random k50 C3 3;
Nomta.I206.
Random 100 C34;
Normal 20 6.
Random 100 C35;
No rm al 206.
Random k50 C36 ;
Normal 10 2.
Random k50 C37 ;
Normal 40 10.
Random k50 C3 8;
Normal 40 10.
Random 100 C39 ;
Norm al 40 10.
Ran dom 1d0 C4O;
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Normal 20 S.
Random 160 C4 1;
Norm al IS 4.
Random 160 C42;
Nonnal 100 2S .
Random 160 C43;
Norma l 100 2S .
Random kSOC44 ;
Normal ISO30.
Random 160 C4S;
Norm al I SO30.
Random kSOC46;
Normal 100 2S.
Random k50 C47 ;
Normal 120 30.
Ra ndom k50 C48 ;
Normal SO 12.
Let
e49=(e 2S/e l )+(e 261e2)+{e27/e3 )+(e2 81
e4)+(e291cS)+(e3Ole6)
Le.
eSO=(e3 11e7)+(c3 21e8)+(e3 3/e9)+(e341
e lO)+(e3 S/c1 I)+(e3 61c12 )
let
cSI=(e37/c 13)+(e38/e14 )+ (c39/e I S)+(
c401c16)+(c4l1 e17)+(e42*7/e18)
Let
cS2=(c43vue19)+(c44 *7/e20)+(e4S· 7/
e2 1)+(e46* 7/e22}+(c47 /c23)+(e4S· 7/e
24)
Let
eS3=« lIe l )+( 1Ic2)+( lIc3 )+( lIc 4)+( lIe
S)+( l /c6)+( l /e7)+( lIe8)+( lIc9)+( l Ie I0
)+(lIcll )+(lIcl2»
let
eS4=« lIc 13)+( lIe I4)+( lIe IS)+( lIc 16)
+( l Ie 17)+{7/e18)+(7/e19}+{7 /c20)+(11
c21}+(7/c ll)+( l/e23)+(7/c24»
let
cSS=(e49+eSO+cSI+eS2)1(cS3+e54 )
ifk2=1
name cS6 Trial I '
let eS6 = eSS
endif
if k2 = 2
nam e eS7 Trial 2'
Ict eS7 = eSS
endi f
if k2 =3
name cS8 Trial 3'
IeteS8 = c55
endif
ifk2=4
nam c e59 Trial 4'
let c59 =e55
endif
ifk2= 5
nam e cOOTrial S'
let e60 =c55
cndif
ifk2=6
name c6 1 Trial 6'
let c61 = e55
cndif
ifk2 = 7
name e62 T ria l 7'
Ic t e62 = e55
endi f
ifk2 = 8
name c63 'Trial 8'
Ict c63 =c55
cndi f
if k2 = 9
name c64 T rial 9'
letc64 = e55
cndif
if k2 = 10
name e65 Trial 10'
le t e65 = e55
cndif
ifk2= 11
nam e c66Trialll '
Ic t e66 = c55
endif
ifk2= 12
name c67 T rial 12'
Icte67 = cS5
cndif
0 -5
if Ic2= 13
name c68 "Trial 13'
let c68=c55
endif
if Ic2= 14
name c69 "Trial 14'
let c69=c55
endif
ifk2 = I S
name e70 "Trial I S'
let e70 =e55
endif
ifk2= 16
name e7 1 "Trial 16'
let c71 =05
endif
if k2 = 17
name e72 "Trial IT
Iet c72=c55
endif
if k2 =18
namec73 "Trial IS '
lel e73 =05
endif
ifk2= 19
name e74 "Trial 19'
let e74 = e55
endif
if k2 = 20
name e75 "Trial 20'
lel c7S = c55
endif
Letk2 =k2 +1
Enddo
ENDMACRO
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For Availability Simula tio n
I'i\Seri~s Mod~1
GMACRO
Mes
erasecl-c l50
Le lk2= I
Let k50 =10000
Lel k56 =20
Do kI02=I :K56
Rando m k50 ct :
Wei bull l. 8 625OO_
Ran dom 100 c2 ;
Weib uIl 1.873800 _
Rand om k50 c3 ;
Weibull 13 52800.
Random kSOc4 ;
Weibull 22 52S00.
Rando m kSOes:
Weibu ll 2.7 32400_
Random kSO00;
Weibu ll 2.2 73000 .
Random 100 c7 ;
Weibu ll 2_1 50 100.
Rando m 100 c8;
Weibu ll 2.0 58800.
Random 100 cs:
WeibuIl2.7808OO.
Random kSOcia;
Weibull 3.4 78900.
Random k50 el l ;
Wei bu ll 1.4 75300.
Rando m kSOc 12:
Weibull 2.7 68800 .
Random kSOc 13;
We ibull 1.4 63700.
Random kSOcl4:
Weibull 1.4 66600.
Random kSO ciS;
Weibu ll 2.1 78700.
Random 100 c 16;
Wei bull 2.8 82700.
Ra ndom kSOc 17;
Weibull 2.6 S46OO.
Random 100 C 18;
Weibu Il 3.432 31604 .
Ran dom kSOc 19;
Weibull 1.S44 69755.
Random 100 C20 ;
WeibuI12.196 74791.
Random 160 C21 ;
We ibull 1.425 83757 .
Rando m kSOC?-2 ;
Wei bu ll l. 22 1 210000 .
Random kSOC23 ;
Weibull 0.7160362.
Random k50 C24 ;
Weibulll .521 3 1753 .
Rand om 160 C25 ;
Nonna!155.
Random kSOC26;
Nonnal 5 2..
Random kSOC27;
Nonnal155.
Random kSOC28 ;
Nonnal 5 2.
Random k50 C29;
Nonnal 5 2.
Rando m 100 C30;
Nonnal ISS.
Ran dom kSO01 ;
Nonna! 5 2.
Random kSOC32;
Nonna! 72.
Random k50 C33;
NonnalS 1.5.
Rand om 100 C34;
Normal S 1.S.
Random kSOC3S ;
Nonnal5 1.5.
Random kSOC36;
Nonnal31.
Random kSOC37 ;
Nonnal72.
Random k50 C38 ;
Nonnal72.
Ran dom 100 C39;
Nonnal7 2.
Ran do m k50 C40 ;
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NonnalS2.
Random 100 C41 :
Normal 4 l.
Random 100 C42 ;
Normal 124.
Random 100 C4 3:
Normal 124.
Random k50 C44 :
Normal IS S.
Random 100 C4S;
Normal IS 5.
Random 100 C46 :
Nonnal 12 4.
Random 100 C47 ;
Normal 16 5.
Random 100 C48 ;
Normal 10 3.
Let
e49={e25/c1}+{e261e2)+(e27 /e3)+( e281
e4)+(e 29IcS)+(e301c6 )
Let
e50=( e3 I1e7)+( e321eS)+(e3]/c9 )+(e341
eIO)+( c35/ell)+(e361eI2)
let
e5 1"'(e37/e 13)+(e]8Je (4)+( e39/e IS)+(
e40/cl6)+(e4 lie 17)+(e42*7 /e IS)
Ler
e5Z",(e43 *7/e19)+(e44 *7/e20 )+(e45*71
eZI)+(e46*7/e22)+(e47/ e23 )+(e48 *7/e
24)
Let
eS3==« lIe l )+(1Ic2 }+(I /c3 )+( I /c4)+( lIe
5)+( 1Ic6)+( lIe7)+(lIe8)+( IIe9)+ ( IIe 10
)+(l /e ll)+(lIe I2 »
let
eS4=« lIe 13)+(lIeI4)+(lIclS)+(lIe 16)
+( lie l7)+(7/el8)+(7/e19)+(7 /e20)+(71
e21)+(7 /e22)+(lIe23)+(7/c24»
let
c5S==(c49+eSO+cS1+(52)1(c53+(54)
Let
eS6:(lIe l)+(lIe2)+(lIe3)+(IIe4)+(IIe
S)+( IIc6 )+( IIc7)+( lIe 8)+( lIe9)+( lIe lO
)+(1Ic11)+(lIcI2»
lot
e57"'« l /e l3 )+( lIe l4)+( lIc l S)+( lIe l6)
+( lie l7)+(1/e18)+( 71c19)+(7/e20)+(7 1
e2 1)+(71c22)+( IIe23 )+(1 /c24»
let e5S", II(c56+eS7 )12
Let e59:c55/(c5S+e S8)
ifk2==l
name c60 'Trial I '
letc60"' cS9
endi f
ifk2", Z
name c6l 'TrialZ'
letc61"' cSS
endif
ifk2=]
name c62 'Trial 3'
Iet c62 ", c59
endif
if k2 ",4
name c63 'Trial 4 '
letc63 "' eS9
endi f
ifk2"' 5
name c64 'Trial 5'
let c64 "'cS9
endif
ifk2=6
name c65 'Tri al 6 '
lete6S"' cS9
endif
ifk2= 7
name e66 'Trial 7'
letc66 ", cS9
endif
ifk2"' 8
name c67 'Trial 8'
let c67 =c59
endif
ifk2= 9
name c68 'Trial 9'
lete6S"' c59
endif
ifk2= 10
name c69 Trial 10'
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let c69 =c59
endif
ifk2::: 11
name c70 'Trial 11'
let c70 :::c59
endif
if k2 ::: 12
name c7 1 Trial 12'
fetc7 1 :::c 59
cndif
ifk2::: 13
narne c72 Trial 13'
let c72::: c59
endif
ifk2::: 14
name c7 3 Trial 14'
let c73 :::c59
endif
ifk2 ::: 15
name c74 Trial l S'
let c74 :::cS9
endif
ifk2::: 16
narne c75 Trial 16'
let c75 :::c59
cndif
ifk2::: 17
name c76 Trial 17'
1et c76::: c59
endif
if k2 ::: 18
name c77 Trial 18'
let c77::: c59
endif
if k2 ::: 19
name c78 Trial 19'
le t c78 :::c59
endjf
ifk2:::20
name c79 Trial 20'
let c79:::c59
endif
Letk2 :::k2+1
Enddo
ENDMACRO
~ For Parallel Model, see in 3 Yi"
floppy disk attached.
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List of Mac ros attached in 3 M" flopp y disk:
No File Name Purpose
I a:\macro\reIiabiIity\reliability· scries.ma c System Re liabilit y simulation -
series model
2 a:\macro\reliab ility\re liability-paral lel.ma c Sysrem Reliability simula tion
parnllel mode l
a:\macro\sensitivit y\sensitivity-comp l .mac Sensitivi ty Analysis simulation
component IH (prope ller)
4 a:\macro \sens itivit y\sensiti vity-comp2.rnac Sensitivi ty Analysis simulation
compo nent #2 (prope ller cap)
a:\macro\s ensitivity\sensitivity-comp3.rnac Sensitivity Analysis sim ulation
compo nent #3 (propeller hub)
6 a:\macro \sensitivity\sensitivity-comp4.mac Sensitivity Analysi s simulation
component #4 (fwd ST seal )
7 a:\macro\sensitivity\sen sitivity-comp5.mac se nsitivity Analysis sim ulation
component #5 (Aft ST Seal)
8 a:\macro\sensitivity\sensitivity-comp6 .rnac Sensit ivity Analys is simulation
component #6 (Ste m Tu be)
9 a:\macro\sensitivity\sensitivity-comp7.mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation
compo nent 117 (aft ST Bush)
10 a:\macro\sensitivi ty\sensiti vity-comp8.rnac Sensitivity Anal ysis simulation
component #8 (Fwd ST Bush)
11 a:\macro\sensitivity\sensitivit y-comp9 .mac Sensitivi ty Anal ysis simulation
compo nent #9 (aft. Int . Shaft)
12 a:\macro\se nsitivity\sensitivity-comp lO.mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation-
component #10 (aft. Int. Shaft)
13 a:\macro\sensitivity\sensitiviry-comp l l .mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation -
component 111 1 (ln t. Shaft)
14 a:\macro \sensitiv ity\sensitivity-comp I2.mac Sensitivity Analys is simulatio n
component #12 (Earthing Device)
IS a:\macro\sensiti vity\se nsitivity -comp13 .mac Sensiti vity Analysis simulation -
compo nent #13 (prop sd hyd coup)
16 a:\macro\sensiti vity\se nsitivity -comp I4.mac Sensitivi ty Analys is simulation
component 1114 (Int . sd hyd coup)
17 a:\macro \sensiti vity\sensitivity-co mp IS.mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation -
comoonenr # 15 (eng. sd hyd coup)
18 a:\mac ro\sensitivi ty\sensitivity-compI6.mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation -
componelll #16 (dismounting ring)
19 a:\macro \sensitivi ty\sensitivity-comp I7 .mac Sensitivity Analys is simulation
component #17 (shaft locki ng dey)
20 a:\macro\scnsitivi ty\sensitivity-compI8.mac Sensitivity Analysis simulation -
component #18 (cylinder pistons)
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2 1 a:\macro\sensiti vi ty\se nsitivity-comp 19.mac
22 a;\macro\sensitivity\sensi tivity-comp20.mac
23 a:\macro\sensitivi ty\sensitivity-eo mp21.mac
24 a;\macro\sensitivity\sen siti vi ty-eomp21.ma c
25 a:\rnacro\sensitivity\sensitivity-eomp21.mac
27 a;\macro\sensitivity\sensitivity-comp21 .mac
28 a:\macro\sensitivi ty\ sensitivity -
subco nun and.mac
28 a:\macro\m aintai o ability\maintainabi lity.mac
29 a;\macro \availability\availability -series.mac
30 a:\macro\av ai labil ity\avai lability -
para lle l.mac
31 a:\m acro\c omponcn t-plotting\plolt ing.mac
Sens itivity Analysis simu lation
compOnent #19 (cylinder heads)
Sensitivity Ana lysi s simula tion -
component #20 (co nnecting rod.
beari ngs)
Sensitivity Analysis simula tion-
compOnent #2 1 (cylinder jacket)
Sensiti vit y Analysis simulation -
compOnent #22 <cyl.lin&pis. Ring)
Sensi tivi ty Anal ysi s simulation
compo nent #23 (turbocharger)
Sensitivity Anal ysi s simulation-
component #2 4 (fuel cams )
To run al l component sen sitivit y
analysis macro in one command
Syst em maint ainabilit y simulation -
all models
System avai lab ility simulation
series m ode l
System av ailabili ty simulation
paral lel model
Overview plotting of al l component
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